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ONE PERSON KILLED-The driver of this car, Leo J. McKinney, was pronounced dead on arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital after his car collided head-on with 'a bus. The accident occurred Friday afternoon on
Highway 94 East, just outside Murray. • ...----
- Stan Photo by David Hill
Hospital ConstruOtion
May Begin Next Week
The ,Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board qf Commissioners has
voted to proceed with construction on a
new addition to the hospital, with
preliminary work to begin next week.
The work triilibiginbeTerelV rU
has actually...sold any bonds, but
members decided to go ahead with the
'work to save both time and money.
Administrator Stuart Poston said at
the special meeting Friday that there
will' be no problemin selling the bonds,
and that the cdntractors could do no
more than 850,000_03 $75,000 in work
----during the coming month before the
boildsore sold.
"Evelt-ifby some chance the bonds
didn't sell, iveyould still be able to go
ahead with a liMit0 addition, and the
_ work that will be dnne-tkis menth would
---,still be nec told the
-----board. -
The hospital bond sales will be
26, and the Hill-Burton guarant
bonds will be sold Oct. 28..-:F1nel con-
tract agreements will be signed Dct.29,
Poston told the board. He noted that
everything is on schedule at this paint, '-





Kentucky Gov. JONI Carroll will be
Approval was given to begin plans for costs.
temp- rary parking space on the A report on the malpractice in-
property purchased by the hospital surance legislation was given lo the
from Dr. C. C. Lowry on South Ninth board by Poston. The administrator
Strest.The  60 spaces thAt.willbe noted that, contrau to some reports,.
from that property, will be neceskary to the state • law has not been declared
partially offset the 70 spaces lost when
contractors begin moving in equipment
on the hospital grounds. The temporary
Parking is expected to cost the board
about 92,400 in ground preparation
unconstitutional, and that only three
points are irf question by the cou_rt. 'He
noted that the mattel be taken to
the state sapreme court for final ruling
In about three motrth,s.
FDEA To Hold Meeting
On Murray State Campus
Educators from 19 school disfltActs in.
I3-West -Kentuekr counties
again on the campus of Murray 3tate
University Thursday evening, Oct. 7,
Friday, Oct. 8, for the 92nd annual
fa - meeting_ of the First District
EducatkoAssociation (FDEA).
Focused tin.,,a general theme of
"Critical Issues t. Education Today,"
the meetihgp6rdinated by the FDEA
and the Center for Innovation and
Developinent at Murray •&ste will
Include conferences for teaCheTs,
special sessions for administrators mkt,
supervisors, and sectional meetings.
Subtopics on which attention will be
centered are "Classroom Discipline:
Techniques for Teachers," "Main-
streaming: _A Joint Venture Between
ular, ..ancL Special Editrati on  •
cherp" and "Implementation of
, peclal Education • Legislation:
, four years as the FDEA representativ4
-on-the-beard of the-Kentucky Educatior
Association (KEA), was introduced a --
the new secretary-treasurer at tht
delegate assembly meeting Thursda
evening, Sept. 30.
• He replaced Dr. Donald E. Jone.
dean of continuing education at Murra:.
State, who relinquished the post he hat
held for six years.
(See FDEA, Page 12)
••••
Murray o Monday, October 11, as a
guest of the Board of Directors of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamberof
Commerce.
Gov. Carroll will attend a 'dutch-
treat luncheon at the Holiday Inn at
—GOV. JULIANCARROLL'
- Will Speak Here
11:45 a. m. after which he will speak on
the economic development-of Kentucky
and the lecal area.
All members of the Chamber as well
as an other interested locallititizens
Are inkit.ed to Sttend according to
Cham r president Dr. Harry M.
*nistrators."
FDEA counties to be represented at
dirt' meeting will be Ballard, Caldwell,
Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton-,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Lyon,
Marshall, McCracken, and Trigg.
Guests invited to " attend include
educatqrs from West Tennessee,
_Southern_Illitiois, and colleges .and
universities in Kentucky, .4jongzith
mental health representatives.
Two general sessions scheduled at 7
p.m. Thursday will proyide the keyn,te -
for the meeting. 
Dr. Wade Wilson of the_Driris. ion of
• Social Work faculty at -Murray State
will present "An Overview of • Parent
Effectiveness Training ( P.E.T.1:' as it
appliesio-iaaching.
Parents, as well as teachers, are
invited and encouraged to attend this
session -in the auditorium of the Special
Eduratiod Building. Wilson has had
sPecial training, in e.E.T., which
focuses on effectixe_.communication
and fesoltifion of conflict between
.parent and child.
The other general session Thursday
is entitled "Identification of Gifted
Students: 'A Simulation Experience." It
will be conducted by Joe Clark of the
j{efituckY Department Of Education in
Room 210 of the Special Education
Building.
Current F_DEA officers are: Jape
McBride, Paducah,. presidenti. Elsie
Ivy, McCracken County,- president-
elect; Erit 1-„amic, Crittenden County,
vice-president; and Dr. john Taylor,
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injuries Are Fatal To
Local Man On Friday
Inc person was killed three
.ers injured Friday afternoonl
separate accidents Willc11 occurr
-Within less than 30 rninuteS.
Leo J. McKinney,, .age 67, was./
pronounced-clracton arrival at the"
Murray-Calloway. County Hosprtal
Liter being fatally injured in a per-btis
accident on Highway 94 Kdist, just
outside Murray.
Calloway County Deputy Sheriff, Ted
Aleiander said McKinney was driving
an at-it oiliotile headed west into Murray
when he- veered into the path of the
eastbound ,Greyhound bus, the two
vehicles collidingteadon...........
The bus was. driven- by -James' P.
Outland, 'Cunningham, Tenn. No one
was injured cinthe bus, but the vetticle
-uttered extensive damage to the front
end. The McKinney car, a 1966 sedan,.
was a total loss with severe damage. -
Two persons were injured in a one-
vehicle accident at 4:55 pm, on High-
v.ay 280, about six miles east of
Murr. according to Kentucky State
Trooper Charles Stephenson.
Stepnenson said asinalltruck, driven
by Paul S. ,VonSchoech, Route Six,
Murray, age 16, went out of control on a
sharp curve and Overturned.
VonSchoech and a passenger, Randall
E. Sanders, Route Three, age 17, were
treated and released for minor injuries
at.. the Murray-Calloway County
;Lisp al.
ten minutes prior to that -ac-
!dent, another -accident occurred on
ine same. curve in Highway MO.
Stephenson said. A car drive by ,
_Hillman E_Ctutland, age.17, also went
out of c'OntrOl and left the road. Outland




....For local citizens to register
to vote in the Nov. 2 General Elec-
tion. Persons who have not
registered to vote should do so by
Oct. 4, 1976 in the office of County




CONSTRUCTION NEARLY COMPUTE- on r i n t the main offi
n y downtown 0 nea y complete, accarding to bark
president Joe Dick. The west -p'ti 'on of the building was opened fOr
receWed minor injuries, but was -not
treated, according to Stephenson..
/At 4:30 p.m., a two-vehicle accident
on the Hico Road, east of Murray,
ted in no injuries, according. to
Ste nson, who also investigated that
accide
The rs_ were identified as
Richard R velt Glover, Route-One,
Hardin, and J y F. Andrus, also of
Hardin. Stephe •n said the cars
collided on a hill, With no injuries
reported.
The, fifth accident occurred in a
traffic back-up front the fatal car-bus
crash:Details of the evident were not
available this morning, but no injuries
resulted. Officers at the scene said the
accident occurred in the line of traffic
backing up from Theblocked highway -
at the scene of the car-litififecident.
(See Accident, Page 12) _
Audubon Wildlife Films
To Begin At
.__A. look_ al -.southern _Florida's
Everglades through the work of out-
doorsman Stefan A. Kling will highlight
the- first in a series of five Audubon
Wildlife films set to begin Thursday,
Oct. 7 at Murray State University.
The series, a study of nature using
lectures and films by noted, botanists
and naturalists, is in its third year on
the campus, made possible by'theNSU
Department of Biological Sciences and
the.Naticinal Audubon Society.
Each of the five programs, beginning
with the Kling presentation next week,
is open th the generarpublic at no ad-
mission charge and begins at 7 --rim. in
the Student Center Auditorium. _
Kling :4 program "The Vanishing
Eden," will show the creatures and
their unusualbehavior that creates the
pannrama found in the Everglades
area.
He will-combine his ,a-ppf&TallOti of
wildlife, his plant studiesr•and-love•of
travel to create a program that is a
produci of several extended trips to
Florida:
From early school years in New
Jersey' to his college days at Blair
Academy, Kling has been an avid hiker
- and naturalist as well as a scholar and
exceptional athelete•
Contact with the natural environment
comes front spending free time during
his_ years at Miami-Dade Community
Cub Scout Pack 73
--T-a_Meet On Tuesday
There will, be an organizational
meeting for Cub Scout Pack 73 at South-
west Elementary_School 'Tuesday Oct. 5.
at seven p.m..
Boy- ages eight through ten, or who-
have completed the second grade are
eligible. Parents are requested to










Florida, a two-month ,t. -hiking
an camping trek from'Y'ldhida to
Wasftiigton and a Four-month stint with
the S. Merchant Marines on an
-Alaskan Pçeighter.
This eve t, along. With each of the
other four mprising the 1976-1977
series, will pr ide revealing insight to ,
tke_natural Wo d and the creatures
within. -
Upcoming subjec Wclude Oet/ 18 ---Vanishing Atneri n Wildlife,"
Burdette E. -White; Dec. "Hidden
Worlds of the Big Cypress amp,"
Richard Kern; Feb, 1 "A Nat list
Afield," Karl Maslowski; and April
- "The Bahamas-Top to Bottom," -
Harry Pederson.
For further information contact Dr.
M. D. Hassell, Department of
fliologiCal SeienCe, Murray State




















Sunny and in today with high"
temperalure.if1the low 80s. F*t'and
cool tojiiØii with lows in the low and
Sunriy-wturaArtitt- warmer
uriday.with highs>iitthe low and mid
---80s. The Iintkioli-for Monday is niostlY'







business Friday, with the tellers'inpveri backto their original positions:15ici,
•.,
econorn prograrff o ibis- area are
urfed to attend:: he added,
1 31 11
State, secretary-treasurer.
Taylor, who has served for the past,
•
that all area -ol'customer service are now in operation.
_
Mad Photo h., David Hill
•
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Writer Speaks New
Residents Of The Area
By Estelle Spiceland
September 1, 1976
September is here again,
reminding us that another
year is drawing to a close, and
a feeling of sadness always
accompanies the rustling of
the autumn leaves.
' Concord 'would be a lonely
place for one who had no
beautiful mtmories of by gone
days here, but memories are
our roses, even in December.
And despite the changes, life
goes on.
A baby daughter, Ashley
Paige, now completes the
lqvely new home of T. and
Linda Patterson, teithers.
Next door to them the
Darrell Mitchells have a
beautiful Ole girl, and here in
a trailer home, the Thomas
Bucya have two daughters.
The big two story former
Nance house, will be an ideal
home for the three charming
children of an accountant's
family, the Robert Loughs.
And in the "Uncle Joe
Montgomery" house owned by
the Livesays are Thompson
tenants with School age
children.
We had two children visit us
recently with their mother,
Mrs. Donald Kirks from
Dallas, Texas, and grand-
mother, Mrs. Cornelia






























While they were here Mr.
and Mrs. Alton Cathey of
Lincoln Park, Mich., stopped
here to visit.
Later Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Spiceland of Dearborn, Mich.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Dawsbn of Cadiz', all who have
formerly lived in Stewart
County, visited together:
No wonder that they, like
many others, were anxious to
visit the -1850 farm being
developed near the Buffalo
Range at Model, Tenn.
Some of the logs used in the
primitive house there were
taken from Emanuel
Spiceland's house.
Our sympathy is extended to
the sick and sorrowing. Dr.
Tuttle will be missed, as
others will.
The Robert Bucys, the
Auburn Sills, and the James
Wilsons recently went to
Sikeston, Mo., to visit a for-
mer neighbor, Henry Bar-
tholomew, who is seriously ill.
Mrs. Gardie Jones of
Concord's hill is hospitalized.
Recently we arose at one a.
m. and heard a two hour
program of the PTL Club on
Channel 2 where Roy Rogers'
wife; Dale Evans, was guest
speaker.
Her book, "Angel
Unaware," was inspired by
her retarded child who died
after proving a great blessing:-
Her inspiring message was
enhanced by a solo, "Because
He Lives, I Can Face
Tomorrow.'
Our local boys, "The Kings
Sons," now sing mostly,:otf
weekends since their_piarust,
Gary McClure, ..-eforks. the
afternoon shift at Fisher-
Price.
. Jewel Outland and 1
njoyed visiting ever cheerful
Mit. Porter Holland, tho in a
cast after breaking her }Epee
cap. We then called- on our
aunt.Hazel Ut terback. 89, who
still can play her piano -01--
The Frank Spicelands,
relfreea from Michigan who
bought the Randall Patterson
farm, now have new neigh-
bors, Walcots, in a new house
at the Lawson farm.
Welcome all! Maybe some
retired or working couple will
find our house on Concord





League of Women voters
will register persons to vote at
tables set in front of Roses
/from eleven a. m. to two p.m.
Saturday,Octeber 2
Benefit supper and gospel
singing will be held by the
Dexter Homemakers Club at
the Dexter Community
Center. Serving of supper will
start at 6:30 parr. and singing
Will be at seven p.m.
Saturday, October 2
Old fashioned square dance
will be held a: the WOW Hall
wi.h Euel Bray as caller at
7:30 p.m.
Wives Auxiliary of Rescue
Squad will have a bake sale in
front of Behr's in Central
Shopping Center from ten
a.m. :o five p.m.
Saturday, October 2
Benefit Show for three
needy families will be held at
the South Marshall School
Gym at seven p.m., sponsored
by Blue Grass CB Club of
Murray, Golden Rod CB Club
of Hardin, and Lakeland CB
Club of Benton.
Sunday, October 3
Gospel singing will be held
at the Blood River Baptist
Church from two to four p.m.
Monday, October 4 , '
Calloway County gaga Club
will hold its initjation at seven
p.m. in Jeffrey gym. All Beta
parejIts, alumni, _and junior
.Beta members are invited.
Monday -October 4
Senior Citizens will meet far
rnealt-Douglas Center from
11:45 a.m. to two p.m.
Activities will follow at 2:30
p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First, ultesbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets, at 730
p.m_._ _
_
Chapter M of PEO will meet
at the home of Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, Jr., at 7:30 0. m. with
Mrs. Larry Doyleas assisting
hostess.
Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church Women Will
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the home






- Baby Boy Bruce (mother
Donna), 223 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Baby Boy Kilgore
(mother Vanetta), Rt. 1,
Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Vera D. Robinson, Rt.
2, Hazel, Mrs. Patricia A.
Edmonds, Rt. 2-Box 227, So.
Fulton, Tn., Mrs. Phyllis A.
Dunn, -Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Penny L. York, Rt. 4, Benton,
1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Judy L. Crouch,
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Viola L.
McWherter, 123 Gordon St.,
Paris, Tn.,-Mrs. Stella Prit-
chett, 13ot 32, Dexter, Mrs.
Rita G. Raspberry and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Hazel, Clyde C.
Evitts, Rt. 3, Murray. Mrs.
Ruth E. Clopion, Westview
Nur. lim., Murray, William T.
McGehee, 410 N. 1st., Murray,
Hugh G. Adams, Murray
Manor Apts. B-4, Murray.
uriw L moo








Baby Girl Sellers (Mother
Claudia), 727 S. 2nd St,,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mits. Ida Stunson, 504 Vine,
Murray, Mrs. Mildred Bell,
403 S. 9th St., Murray, Mrs.
Rebecca Lowery, Rt. 2, Box
27, Murray, Mrs. Sandra
Carneyhan, Rt. 4, Princeton,
Mrs. Jennie Alton, Box 93,
Hazel, Mrs. Mable Yearry, Rt.
Raz aas.A, Murray, Mr.a.
'Deborah Hale. Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Marie Workman, 1609
Locust, Murray, Mrs. Marion
Davis, Hamlin, Mrs. Kitty
Keaton, 1614 Ryan, Murray,
Mrs. Francis Oliver and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.,
Mark Gresham Jr., 1109 Lone
Oak, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Elaine Vance, Rt. 6, Box 210,
Murray, Dalton Parker, 108 N.
10th St., Murray, Jesse
Huddleston, Cerlean, Rt. 1,
Cadiz.
Tennis Lineups Are Listed For
MundaY,DCteber 4
Executive Board, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
11:30 a. m. at the clubhouse.
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at 7:15 p. m. at the
home of Mrs. Clara L Jones.
Coldwateillnited Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p. m. at the church,-,.
Tuesday, October 5
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Charlie Crawford at 1:30 p. m.
North Calloway Elementary
School PTC will meet at seven
p. m. at the school,,with Larry
Contri as speaker. _Note
change in date. ,
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. J. E. Littleton at,
two p. m. with Mrs. Pauline
Speegle and Mrs. Jack Sykes -
as cohostesses. Program will




meet in Rocon Three of
University -School at seven
Pm; - •
Murray TOPS Club will
miet at seven p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
community center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior .citizens with work on
puppets for bazaar t 10:_38
a.m., band practice at one
anct- ?hi
munization discussion by
Health Department at 2:15
p.m: Call by 9:15 a.m, for
morning transportation and
by 11:30 a.m. for afternoon
transportation.
First ,Baptist Church
Women's general meeting will
be at nine a.m. at the church.
Annie Armstrong Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at Westview Nursing
Home'at ten am.
Acteens, Grades 7-8, First
Baptist Church, will meet at
Fellowship Hall at three p.m.
Bea Walker Group-of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs. G. T.
Lilly at 7:30p.m.
Dorothy group First
Baptist Church Women will




Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with program by Marjorie
Dunn and Stephen Yarbrough.
itappa ,
Woman's Club, will hold a
workshop meeting at the site
of the Haunted House, College
Farm Read.
\Lesson on ceramics by Rod
Flint for senior citizens will be
at St. John's Church Center
from one to 3:30 pm.
Between 1620 and 1616, the
Dutch East India Co. expanded
its holdings throughout the East
Indies.
•
Two Groups At The Murray Club
Lineups for two groups of
tennis for the women of the
Murray Country Club have
been released.
Group B, Lillie Johnson,
captain, for play on Monday,
October 4, as follows:
Nine a.m. - Georgianna
Moffett, Sharon Brown, Judy
farrn11, anti Bettye Hunter.
Nine a.m. - Lillie Johnson,
Kathy Burchfield, Rosemary
Warner, and Lynn Houston.
10:30 a.m. - Teresa Burke,
Delores Hall, Carol Boaz, and
Shirley Boone. .
Grout) C, Janna Hughes,
captain, for play on'Tuesday,
October 5, all at nine a.m, as
follows:
-- --tynn Siam, Patsy-fare;
Cecelia Brock, and Janne_
Hughes.
Charlotte Gregory, Donna
Carr, Nancy Fandrich, and
Donna Keller.
Pat Thompson, Kay Ray,
Agnes Payne, and Sharon
MILD TO SHARP
"Mellow" cheese-what
does that mean?' Mellow is a
degree of curing (or ripening}
for cheese and it usually
refers to Cheddar Cheese
Cured means held at a specific
temperature and humidity.
And the curing time it Inn er 
for "mellow" than it is for






By Abigail Van Buren
Z Isis by Cauca., TnbubbN, Y. News Synd. Inc.
DEAR ABBY: I've been going with this guy for five
months, and both of my parents liked him a lot until he
grew a beard. When he showed up at my house with his new
beard, my parents were actually rude to him.
They said he Fook4ifke a bum or someone who was try-
ing to overthrow .th(e government. Abby, I think his beard
looks great .asietold him so. It's not shaggy or neglected-
loziking--_-.irs carefully cropped and really looks neat.
I was so embarrassed when my folks put this guy down,
Idrdn't know what to say or do.
Abby, you're my parents' age, at least. How do you feel
about beards?
BONNIE L.
DEAR BONNIE: If they're neat and well-eared for, I
think they're great. Some of the _most important men in
history had beards: Moses, Jesus, Abraham Lincoln and
Sigmund Freud, to name a few. And the Smith Brothers,
who coughed up • fortune:
DEAR ABBY: I'm 40 years old and should know better,
but it still hurts. _ _
I'm married and have three attractive children. I have
one married brother who also has a fine family. My brother
lives in the same city as -do our parents, and he seta them
often. I live in another city, but for many years I've.visited
my folks once a month.
My mother has a large picture of my brothee on her living
room wall, and several pictures of him, his wife and all their
children displayed in the same room.
MY picture is hidden in a back bedroom. There isnTone
picture of my three children anywhere in sight, and I've
given her several.
When I shop with my mothe.r she takes pictures of my
brother out of her wallet and shows them to store clerks,
saying, -Here's my son. Isn't he handsome? He's the presi-.dentottlieTlarik CompanY.'
It takes seve* dItys after I rejurn_ home to get_thr-a.che
Oilf Of my heart.-
Abby,I wonder how many mothers have favorites? Is
there a solution, to my problem?
HURTING
DEAR HURTING: Although they won't admit it, meat
mothers leither consciously or unconsciously) have their
favorites, but your mother is extremely i itive to act
out her preference so blatantly.
I suggest that you bring your hurt feelings out into the
open! Perhaps it will motivate your mother and will reme-
dy the situation. It's too bad you have to prompt her to
keep her from hefting you, but it's preferable to aching for-
ever.
CONFIDENTIAL TO V.H:: That little "gem" about
"talking health" was written by Ella Wheeler Wilcox: I
quote: "Talk health. The dreary, never-ending tale of mor-
tal maladies is worn and stale. You cannot charm or inter-
est or please by harping on that minor chord-disease. So,
say that you are well, and all is well with you. And God wil,1
hear your words and make them true."
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, .132
Lasky Dr.., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (244) envelope.
‘Mr-Ba0/44.
BRYANCTIRlit
Mr. and Mrs. John-Bryan,
Jr., of 1011/2 Clark Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Amy Michelle,
weighing four pounds 81/2
ounces, born on Sunday,
August 29, at 5:34 p. in. at the
Murray-Callowdy County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Bryan, 1001 N.
Johnny Robertson Road,
Murray, and Mrs. Dolores
._ Neal, Calyert City and Ken-
neth Neal, Philadelphia, Pa.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Bryan,
Briensburg, Mrs. Lillian Neal,
Calvert City, and Mrs. Anne
McCorcile, Philadelphia, Pa.
FISH BOY
A baby boy, Chad Matthew,
weighing seven pounds ten
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Rick Fish of Gilbertsville
on Wednesday, September 29,
at 12:35 a. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Brian, age four. The father-is
employed at rennwalt
Company, Calvert City. Mrs.




April Linn was the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Michael E. flicks of Murray
Route Three for their baby
girl, weighing six pounds 121/
ounces, born bit Sunday,
August 8, at 1:28 a. in. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip G. Rogers of
Almo, Annette Hicks of
Murray, and Robert Hicks of
New Concord. Great grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs. H.
M. Lawrence of HaZel, Mrs.
ratelyn Wilkerson, Mrs.
Liven& Lovett, and Mrs. Dina
Camp, all of Murray. Great
great grandparents are Edna





Regular Seeilons 7.30 • 10 Mon. thru Sat. and Sunday 2








0$1,6t 0 it 4041r
444
20 A, OFF
Rings  LIM AS $4"AS 
Bracelets 
, . u,supwLnA 8us 18..*"Necklaces 
Earrings AS LOW IS
sese
Friday Oct 1-Tuesday Oct 5
4 Days Only
ztle *pedal Mansion, UZI.
Bypass 121, Murray Tel. 753-3111
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
-Light „Shit*.
. . . where only a little is needed. Using lower wattage bulbs in areas
where bright light is unnecessary will mean you're lighting more efficiently,
iibt wasting electricity.
' Fluorescent lighting, where practical, can help too. Because fluorescent ,
lamps offei about 31/2 times more light for the electricity used than incandescent
bulbs, plus they last about 15-times longer. -
And of course no light should burn when it's not needed.
-; True, lighting is, not a big chunk of ,your electric ,costs, but every little
savings helps.
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Locust Grove Chun.h. N'azarene
Holds its Missionarr Program




Society met at the
church at Kirksey on Sunday
night, September fifth with
Mrs. Enoch Hargan giving the
opening.prayer.
Bro. Horrace Duke led the
congregation in a song, "I
Gave My Life For Thee." A
poefn7"Tbe Vision" was read
by Mrs. Frocie Richela
Tower), also read a poem,
"You Can Never Outgive The
Lord" which was the title of
the program.
The emphasis for the month
was on membership and
alabaster offerings. Teresa
Garland read a poem entitled
"My Alabaster Box." Iva
Edwards, Myra Towery, and
Christine Tabers gave short
scripture verses.
A special song, -He Was Not
Willing" was by Mrs. Horrace
Duke. A sermon in songs was
given by Phyllis Manning
followed by a poem, -Love
Win Find A Way" by Robbie
Staples and a reading, "How
Very Much We Owe" by Mrs.
Duke. The lesson study on El
Salvador Was given by Mrs.
Fray Cunningham.
The -closing prayers were
led by Richard Towery,
Twyman Edwards, Bryan
Staples, and Bro. Horrace
Duke. The secretary's report
was by Garlene Towery.
Named as 'Newcomer
for the Month of Sep-
tember" by the Welcome
Wagon Newcomers Club
was Ann McKee!. She was
presented with a red rose
for her many con-
tributions to the duo.




































Oder. 21 to Ap(. 20) frA
Tread watchfully - to avoid
needless errors and rubbing
_others in the wrong way. Tact
and understanding will do most
to keep matters running
smoothly. .
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Inspired ideas may be
followed by -Outstanding
creative accomplishments.
Good organizing will help to
leave tine for social activities.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
A good period in which to
review your goals and your
methods of &nettling _them.
Even the silliest improvement
could heir build a sturdier
foundation for the future.
CANCER
(June M to July 23) 0
A day you can mold pretty
much to your liking. Take a
firm and 'glowing stand early
and plan your schedule smartly.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .124:4ig
Avoid a tendency to -fly off
the handle" if you feel wronged.
If you MUST " express
grievances, do so in a
diplomatic manner.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Emphasize your innate
tolerance and good will. Avoid
any tendency toward in-





An(Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
If you do not understand a
situation, seek counsel from
more experienced heads. Do not
rely on guesswork. It could only
lead to confusion.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov'. 22) nt/eV•
You can make your per-
sonality felt in several areas
now, but _be sufficiently
prepared in situations by which





FOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1176
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
)evet'
what your outlook is, according If intuition strongly dictates. -
to the stars. now's the time to start making
concrete plans for that new




Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 351.1iTilf
Don't let friends persuade you
to spend too much on en-
tertainment. In a few days,
you'd regret it. Otherwise, all
should go well.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
False impressions, violent
altercations may .crop up in
your vicinity. Be ready, eager
to quell them. There's more
than one way to get around an
undesirable situation. Find ti!
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Xe'
A splendid period in which to
renew affectionate ties through
mutual interests and pleasures.
Your domestic affairs especial-
ly favored.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great dignity and
charm; are intellectual, and
artistic in your leanings,
fastidious in your tastes. The
tabran can become' an out-
standing leader in almost any
field - but especially in the
judiciary where his sense of ,
justice and equilibrium would
r.shine. You also have a gift Tor
words and this talent, coupled
_witlt-jaAL.musual fluency of
ex-Tressfrin, woilld make you a
writer ot lecturer of- rare
ability. Your Love of tradition
and heritage attracts you to
history, archeology and the
• classical art forms. If you do not
take up one of the arts as a
career, in fact, you may pursue
one or more avocationally.
Birthdate of: George Bancroft,
historian; Gore Vidal, author.
Dark stains on aluminum
pans can be avoided if you




FOR MONDAY,ocrofint 4, Ws
1.0o4 In the section in whicb.
your birthday comes and find
what ',Air outlook is. according
to th,t, stars •
AR I
(Mai to Apr. 20i arib4r'—"i
While there is little to prevent
you -from carrying on as
planned. as you must, unex-
pect delays and details may
croi- up, so be ready to cope.
TAt 1tt
(Apc. 21 to May 21i ,- •kus
and watch before you
undertake new ventures, but do
not, tiesitale where real ad-
vantages abound. A somewhat
mild Jay . but "tricky" in spots.
GEMINI
(Max 22 to June 21) 11.191.-
Your career, ambitions and
stai.,iing with business
associates are highlighted now,
and your feeling of optimism
will be justified by events.
CANCER -- • 
(June 22 to July 23) RP 4141•11,.
Don't let a moody . ,or
emotional person get yourdan.
Maintain and promote your self-
esteem and your Othately op-
timistic side Ripely not be easy
.but it will be..rfecessai-y.
LEO •-
(Jul) 24-to A4. 23) J2,t,1
A. day in which to set your,
hetase in order. Check your files,'
correspondence, agreements.
Keep your -ultimate goals in
mind and refuse to be side-
tracked by anyone.
VIRGO
iAug. 24 to Sept. 23i WP%
You may -be attracted to an
individual who seems aloof,
indifferent. Making a gesture of
friendship could prove an im-
portant reeve in changing the
situation.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
You may encounter some
natural differences of opinion,
so adjustments .and com-
promise will be in order'. Don't
yield where matters of high
principle are at stake-,lioWever.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nev. 22) ril'e)r.
Serious thought •should be
given before -taking serious
steps. Don't let superlicial
attractiveness blind you to
flaws at the core of proposi-
tions.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21)
A. dae. in which to match
progressively with. the beg__
Your deep knowledge of human
nature and ability to transcend
the ordinary will enhance your
stattis.
CAPRICORN -
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) NI
Poor scheduling could _
distract, send you completely.
off course in some cases. A
favorable period for capital-
twig on new ideas, however.
Harness eff oils for a concerted
drive toward your goals.,,.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 10).'
Lay the groundwork for
future moves -now since some
new-type OM are indicated -
either, Anexpeetedly, through
an avbCation or, 'possibly, in a
field other than your present
one.
PISCS
Feb., 20 to Mar. 20)
1'he vision and drive '-
necessary to achieve as you
should must come from within.
Bolster your self-confidence
and do not hesitate to meet
challenges.
—YOU—BORN TODAY are
endowed with,, a delightful
personality, great integrity and
a prectIcality that helps You put
your original and imaginative
ideas over thei top. You can add
the touch that makes an or-
dinary job sparkle, put lively
enthusiasm into a dull or simples
undertaking. You are ex-
tremely 'versatile but, in using
your Many talents, you con-
centrate on the more sound and
basic aspects of an opus than on
its showier side. Thus, in the
theater, you would be a, better
producer than actor; in writing,
historical records would have
more meaning than 'flashy
novel. But you do love the arts
and should you decide -to take
one up either vocationally or
avocationally, music and
sculpture would be your best
bets. Birthdate of: Rutherford
B. Hayes, 19th Pres., U.S.A.;
Charlton Heston, screen star.
Heidi Ma‘edun and Pat Howard are teachers_for the
classes on "Belly Dancing" which opened September 28
in the Carr Health Building, Murray State University. The



















502 North 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Muffay Business News Briefs
Robert B. Begley
Student Community Pharmacy Award Established
The Robert B. Begley
Student Community
Pharmacist Award was
officially estahlished at the
University of Kentucky
College of iliparmacy
recently, as a tiMize roster
plaque was unveiled at the
College. The plaque will
hang in the College of
Pharmacy and serve as a
permanent record of
Award recipients.
The Robert. B. Begley
Student Community
Pharmacist Award is so
named in honor of the
many outstanding
achievements and con-
tributions of Mr. Begley to
from left to right: William Begley of Richmond,
ar t an • oniT,I a a
Begley Drug Company;
and J. V. Swintosky, Dean
of the University of Ken-
tucky College of Phcy.
eal
Estate
by Realtor Pat Mobley
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Where's The "Scrivener"?
Much of the tradition and
ceremony has disappeared
from the business of tran-
sferring real estate. You
might enjoy Wirning hovi it
used to be done in the old
days.
The law has always regar-
ded the -transfer of real
estate as one of the most
solemn ads and thus a great
deal of formality attended
the:Imager_ in the early. _days_
of land tenure, tea-lister was




The bOyer arid seller
voLpuld go_ppon the-land in,
question and there', in the
presence of' witnesses, the
seller would take a clod of
turf and a twit froth'a Ore
and hand it over to the
buyer as a symbol or token
of the transfer.
The transfer was 'then
made a rpattes_pf record by
having the 'scrivener_ (the
person in the community
who could write) do his
aod write out the tran-
sfer on a parchment and af-
fix his seal.
.If there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate please phone or
drop in at . PUROOM &
THURMAN REAL ESTATE.
407 Maple St., Murray
Phone. 733-4461 We're here
to help'.
the profession of phar-
macy.. It is given to a
graduating senior phar•
macy student for "ex-
tellence in the concepts
and practices of com-
munity pharmacy."
Begley, a 1932 graduate
from the Louisville College
of Pharmacy, has taken a
leadership role in the
profession for over 40
years.,
Begley was honored by
the University of Kentucky





service to the pharmacy
profession. Prior-to that, he
received the Award of
Merit from Phi Delta Chi
Professional Pharmacists,
a rnity, again or
outstanding contributions
to the profession.
Presently, Begley is a




chairman of the board of
Begley Drug Company
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1977 Plymouth Fury now being shown
NEW LOOK for the in-
termediate 1.977 Plymouth




grille and new tail lamps.
Fury Sport has added
luxury features inside d
a new, more formal 'pen
design to the a tional
caaopy roof IndOw.,
Stone-25 Years With Eastmail Kodak
Albert Stone
Albert L. St e,
Kingsport, Tennesse has
recently been re• a a ed





American 'ever to earn a
million dollars was Shirley..
Temple. As a child actress.
she was worth over El million
before she was ten years old.
Even if you're over.ten years of age, you can still
start on your million.. open a sayings 'account with
us.
nessee Eastman Company,
-a•-- di, ithOtt of Eastman
Kodak Company
manufacturing textil ,
chemicals and plastic He
is a senior ch- in
charge of the Quality
Control Labor of the
Acetate Ya Division. He
-is a m bet' of the
Amer an Chemical
Soc y and a Senior
ber of the American
iety of Quality Control,
recently passing a written
examination to become an
ASQC cert ried Quality
Engineer.
*Mr. Stone the son of
Mr. and i- red A. Stone
of 814 Sha-u d Murray, and
is a gradui: of Murray
Edited by
FRANK GONZALES
111/11111 -( 11/1111111V (:0)1/1/ 1 )1
Real Estate Marketing - Sales Seminar Set
Members Of the Murray
Calloway County Board of
Realtors will attend a Real
Estate Marketing & Sales
Training Seminar starting
Monday, October 4.
Guy Spann, President of
the Murray Calloway
Board in announcing the
St University and the
versity-uf-tterrturky
and Mts. Stone, the former
Connie 'Wright of
TesCaionsa, Alabama, are
the parents of a daughter,
Nancy, who is a sophomore













Shelby I. Underhill, son
of Rev. and Mrs. ...Lloyd
Underhill of Murray Route
• Three,, was named as "Pro
—of the -Month" by -the.
Executive Committee for
the Chicago District of the
Youngstown Steel Com-
pany. His certificate of
excellence was signed by
the district manager.
Underhill attended Murray
Schools and is the grandson
at. M r . and Mrs. F. J. Irvin
-,Under/Un--- --LetCalantuay 17.usky 
sernirtar stated "This in-
--service-training is part of a
continuing effort of our
Realtors and Realtors
Associates to keep abreast
of/he rapidly changing
nditions in our real
estate markets in order to
better serve our clients and
the public." ..:-
Thepeminar-is-scheduled'
to meet' four- evening
sessions, October 4, 11, 18,
and 25 in the meeting room
of the new Peoples Bank
building, 12th \izil Chestnut
in Murray. Russell
SpurTock, Assistant
Professor of Real Estate at 
Murray Slate University; '
will conduct the seminar.
Bolls Completes Course
Jerry Bolls, 1506 Belmont
Drive, Murray, local
representative for Mutual
of Omaha and United of
Omaha, has been awarded
a certificate for successful
completion of an intensive
course in advanced life
insurance underwriting.
_The _Seminar gave
special attention to wink.,
trusts, business insurance.
and various oThe
the more technical aspects
of the life insurance in-
dustry.
Invitation to this course -
is based, upon the
representative's corn- .
pletion of a series of irs
surance industry study
courses as well as personal
sales achievements.
Bolls is associated with
the R. B. Condon Agency,
general agency for Mutual
and United in Louisville •
DON'T MISS GETTING YOUR ADVERTISING IN THE











976; :a a Stew of
Corbin, Award recipient in







McCutcheon, editor- Apperson. publisher -MU ttitty-!stims-pik-prit. Inc
Editorials and opinionated artiete, on M. page are Prea•nieirfar...._
•r,• purpo..e of pros ding a forum for Ow free exchange of differing 7
t /*MOW, letters to the edstur in reyonse to editorials and .
pins ,nated arta( tr••• are era .Ur404.1
lbelt•bas ,At Ous next3•41per axwack.,bx•16•44 that taii laud-
,ipinionated wrsalra_ to on') atusie ahieh parrallei the editorial
philosuph, otlthei 'Iraq:Owe rook! be • eliNa•reit r to our readers
therefore an urge reader, who,diu nut agreit a Rh an editonal atand or
if.. idea, presented bi an meth idual ariter in,', .olunin to respond
N it h their feelings on thePartieuliir issue twined's, wised
INION PAGE
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10 Years Ago
Maurice H. Ryan and Dr. Ralph H.
Woods have been elected to be per-
manent board of directors of the
Central Midwes:tern Regional
Educational Laboratory.
Deaths reported include Mrs. B. C.
Settle, age 9, and the infant son of Mr.
'and Mrs. Jimmy Thompson. - • ,
Rehearsals for "Sigma Capers 1966"
tobe presented October 6 and 7 by the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club are now in progress at
the Murray State University
auditorium.
The Student Council of Calloway
County High School Will sponsor a
Falifestival October
7 at the Calloway County Fairgrounds.
New officers of the University School
4-H Club are Terry Obert, Richard
--,Scott, Don Jones, Jayne Scott, Ellen
tektloff, and Hal Cathey.
20. Years Ago
A new type ofsorghum grain yielded
71 bushels per acre‘for Ralph Stewart,
farmer in the New Providence coni-
munity, according to Ccitnkty Agent S.
V. Foy.
The National Hair Dressels and
Cosmetologists Association, members
of Murray, organized Unit No. 275 at the
Charm Beauty Shop. Officers are
 olse King, Jean Weelts;Edith Medd,
Judy Adams, Kathryn Lax, Geraldine
Hopkins, Marie Hall, Fay Farris, Lucy
Beshear, Lou Lee, and Rosetta
Burkeen.
The month of October will be ob-
served as "Loyalty Month" at the First
Methodist Church, according to Rev.
Paul T. Lyles, pastol
"Juveniles Unaware" was the sub-
ject of the talk by County Attorney
Robert 0. Miller at the meeting of-the,
Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Mrs. Price Doyle and Mrs. Foreman
Graham of the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution attended the
district meeting of DAR held at
Elizabet ht own September,26.
30-1T-ears Ago
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
voted for the room in the court house
now used by the 'OPA .office to be
transferred—to the City-County Library
at the expiratiOn of the present OPA
term. •
Dr. Hugh Houston and Dr. Hal
Houston of Murray appeared on the
programs at the meeting of the Ken-
tucky St a te•L/911,41 cal- Assoc ia lion at
Paducah.
Deaths reported include William
Looney Whiinell, age 91, Mrs. H. D.
Thornton, age 79, Jerry Mitchell
Towery, age six, James Bluford Mayer,
age 33, John Thomas Mooney, age 76,
and Mrs. Mode Orr, age 74.
The name of the First Presby(eriankto
Church has been changed to the College
Presbyterian Church, according to
Rev. Samuel C. McKee, pastor.
Hunter Love, photographer from
Murray, has received a certificate of
honor from the Photographers
Association of America for having one
of his pictures entitled "Junior Miss"
placed on exhibit in Chicago, Ill.
The Kentucky Dam Fbx 1-hinters
Association will stage its first annual
bench show and field trials here
October 7, 8, 9, and 10.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and. Mrs. Hugh D. Alexander on Sep-
tember 28, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Young on September 26, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Burkeen on October
3.
—_,Marriages..announced  
Jean Jeakins to Milford Orr on Sep-
tember.14.
. •
•• •••• • • ••••••K:••:"11::::........• • .
40 Years Ago
T. H. Stokes, cashier of Peoples
Savings Bank, was named by Gov. A. B.
Chandler as a member of -the Kentucky
Board of Public Welfare.
A new highway from the Murray-
Benton Highway through Almo and,
Shiloh to Eggner's Ferry Highway, a_
distance of eigTirtniles, will be built,
officials said.
A number of the extremely_
dangerous Black Widow spiders have
been discovered in Calloway County
within the past week or so.
Deaths reported include Mrs: Wilma
Willard and Connie Boyd, age 81.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star was organized here
September 29. Officers include Iva
Gilbert, worthy matron, Peter Kuhn,
worthy patron, and Martha Carter,
secretary.
New officers of the Young Business
Men's Club are Ty Holland, A. F.
Yancy, Clifton Thurman, and R. H.
Tony) Thurman.
Members of the staff named by the
faculty for the Tiger yearbook at
Murray High School are Gene Dulaney,
Martha Lou Barber, Jane Sexton,
Mayme Ryan, Martin Provine, Billy
Boone, Thomas Farley, Mary Frances
Perdue, Sadie Nell Jones, Virginia
Cable, Beatrice Packrnan, and James
Thurmond.
The, toll rate at Eggner's Ferry
Bridgeover the Tennessee River on U.
S. Highway 68 will be reduced from 80
to 55 cents effective October 15, ac-
cording to Commiasioner of Highways
Robert Humphreys.
13iple Thought
But ye 'shall receive power',
after that the Holy Ghost is
come upon you: and ye shall be
witnesses unto me both in
Jerusalem, and in all Judea.
and in Samaria, and unto the
uttermost part of the earth.
Acts 1:8.
Christ's demands upon His
people are for a world-wide
witness, but His power always




Act of August 12,1970: Section 3605. Title 39 United
States Code I
I. TITLE OF PUBLICATION: Murray Ledger and
Times, Murray Newspapers, Inc.
2. DATE FILING'. October 1, 1976
3. FREQUENCY UV ISSUE: Daily except Sundays
1. LOCATION OF KNOWN OFFICE OF
PUBLICATION (Street, city, county, state and MP
code 103 North 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071
5. LOCATION OF THE HEADQUARTERS OR
GENERAL BUSINESS OFFICES OF THE
PUBLISHERS: 103 North 4th Street, Murray, Ken-
tucky 42071
6. NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PUBLISHER,
EDITOR, AND MANAGING EDITOR.
PUBLISHER — Walter L. Apperson, 1511 Chaucer
Drive, Murray. Ky.: EDITOR: R. Gene Mc-
Cutcheon. 1709 Farmer Ave.. Murray, Ky. 42071
7. OWNER if owned by a corporation, its name
and address must be stated and also immediately
thereunder the names and addresses of Stockholders
owning or holding 'per cent or more of total amount
of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names
and addresses of the individual owners must be
given If owned by a partnership or other unin-
corporated firm, Its name and address, as well as
that of each individual must be given.). Murray
Newspapers, Inc., 103 North 4th_5t., Murray, Ky
42071; Walter L. Apperson. 1511 Chaucer Drive,
Murray, Xy, , 4207). Ray: Edwards, Box 709,
Mayfield, Ky 42066: Jim Lancaster, 639 Walnut St.
Gadsden. Ala 3.5902.
5. KNOWN BONDHOLDERS, MORTGAGEES,
AND OTHER SECURITY HOLDERS OWNING OR
HOLDING 1 PER CENT OR MORE Q1 TOTAL
AMOUNT OF BONDS, MORTGAGES OR OTHER
SECURITIES If there are none, so state NONE
9. FOR OPTIONAL COMPLETION BY
PUBLISHERS MAILING AT THE REGULAR
RATES 'Section 112.121. Postal Service Manual, -
39 U.S. C. 3626 provides in pertinent part • "tio per-
son who would have been entitled to mail matter un-
der former section 4359 of this title shall mail sun',
matter at the rates provided under this sub-section
unless he flies annually with the Postal Service a
written request for permission to mail mallet at
such rates
In accordance with the provisions of this statue, I
hereby request permission to mail the publication
named in Item 1 at the reduced postage rates presen-
tly authorized by• 30U. S. C. 3626.
Signed Walter L. A pperson , Publisher
11. EXTENT AND NATURE OF CIRCULATION
A. Total No. Copies Printed Net Press Law.
average no copies each issue during preceding 12
months. 7,542; actual nurnoer ot copies of single
issue published nearest to filing date, 7.5847-----
B Paid Circu/ation.
1 Sales through dealers and camers, street ven-
dors and counter sales, average no copies each issue
: during preceding 12 months, 4,120, actual number oi
copies of single issuepubliatied nearest to filing date,
4.190, 
.-
2. Mail subscriptions, average no. copies eat%
issue during preceding 12 months, 3,277; actual num-
ber of copies of single issue published nearest to
filing date, 3,204.
C. TOTAL PAID CIRCULATION: Average num-
ber copies each issue during preceding 12 months,
7,391; actual number of copies of single issue
published nearest to filing date, 7,474:
D Free Distribution by Mail. Carner or other
means, samples, complimentary and other free
copies, average no. copies each issue during
preceding 12 months, 16; actual number of copies of
single issue published nearest to filing date. 16 7
E Total Distribution sum of C and Di__Average
-au copies each issue awing preceding 12 months.
7.41.34 actual number of copies of single issue
publisitednearest to filing date, 7,490: -
F. C,oplea, not distributed li office use, left-over,
unaccounted, spoiled after printing, average no
copies each issue during preceding 12 months. 129:
actual number of copies single issue published
nearest to filing date. '94, '2 Returns from news
agents, average number of copies each issue during
preceding 12 months, 6: actual: number of copies
single issue puoimnea nearest to nbng isle, 0.
G. TOTAL 1Sum of E & F should equal net press
run shown in Al Average number coptqs each issue
during preceding 12 months. 7.542, actual number of
copies single issue published nearest to filing date,
7.584
I certify that the statements made by me above are
correct and complete






WASHINGTON ( AP ) — Remembe
penny candy, the penny weight
machine, penny parking meters and
penny stocks? They're all gone, and the
penny may soon be gone too.
Inflation has led most people to toss
their pennies in jars or desk drawers,
stuff them in piggy banks or let them
mount up quietly in the cracks behind
the sofa's cushion.
Because the truth is, a penny goes
much farther today than it did just 10
years ago — you can carry one around
for weeks and never find anything it
will buy.
So a governrnent-sponsored study is
recommending that the U.S. Mint
eliminate the onecent piece by 1980. The
study, made for the government by
Research Triangle Institute, says
pennies are too expensive to make and,
besides, since they are so hard to spend,
people squirrel them away instead of
spending them.
It also recommended replacing half
dollars with a new, smaller $1 coin.
The Mint and the Treasury
Department plan to study the proposal.
The loss of the penny, a mainstay of
the U.S. monetary system since its
beginning, could -be the cause of a
major crisis in the ENGLISH
LANGUAGE.
Most references made to pennies
these days are in conversations about
the good old days of penny candy
which" is now a nickle) or penny
matches (now two cents), penny stocks
now extinct) or penny parking meters
museum pieces).
Without the penny, penny ante poker
would become more expensive, maybe
turning into nickle ante poker, and it
would take at least a nickle for your
thoughts.
And how about "nickle-wise and
pound feblish." Or, for nickle-pinchers:
nickle saved is a nickle earned."
But for fans of the 16th president, the
big issue may be that eliminating the
penny would eliminate Abe Lincoln
from coinage for the first time since the
Lincoln penny was inaugurated in 1909.
That could lead Republicans, whose
party was more or less founded by
Lincoln, to observe that the whole idea




Johnny Carson: In Gate City,
Tennessee, a dog gave birth to 7
puppies. The mother is a 80 pound St.
Bernard, and the father is an 8 pound
Mexican Chiwauwha. It sounds
incredible but he was probably wearing
platform paws or something. The
puppies have little barrels of tequila
that they wear. The St. Bernard is not
very happy about it. They caught her
out burying th father in the back yard
this morning.
Fellow walks into a tavern and asks
for a vodka. Suddenly he kas up and
realizes that, there tending bar, apron
and all, is a horse. He does a double
take. "What's the matter?" says the
horse. 'Haven't you ever seen a horse
tending bar before?" "It's not that,"
says the guy, "it's just what happened
to tho dog? Did he sell the place?"
\‘‘,
Echoes From The Past
(4 column of historical and genea-logical
anecdotes. storiestrOd familv'notes.
Written Byludiih 4. Maupin
This column was not originated_ solely for the purposes of nostaigia
of us like to remember the past—things that happened, old stories arKt SOW& -
Here is an example of poetry that was popular about the time of the Civil War
and for many years thereafter. Its title Will be familiar, but I am willing to
grant that few of my readers has ever heard it in its entirety:
"Over the Hill To The Poorhouse
By Will Carleton
Over the hill to the poorhouse I'm trudgin' my weary way—
I, a woman of seventy, and only a trifle gray—
I , who am smart an' chipper, for all the years I've told,
As many another woman that's only half as old.
Over the hill to the poorhouse—I can't quite make it clear!
Over the hill to the poorhouse—it seems so horrid queer!
Many a step I've taken a-toilin' to and fro,
But this is a sort of journey I never thought to go.
What is the use of heapin' on me a pauper's shame?
Am I lazy or crazy? Am I blind or lame?
True, Jam not so supple, nor ygt so awful stout;
But charity ain't no favor, if one can live without.
lam willin' and anxious an' ready any day
To work for a decent livin', and pay my honest way;
For I can earn my victuals, and more too, I'll be bound,
If anybody only is willin' to have me around.
I was young an' han'some—I was, upon my soul—
Owe nly cheeks was roses, my eyes as black as coal;
And! can't remember, in them days, of hearin' people say,
For any kind of a reason, that I was in their way.
'T'ain't any of boastin', or talkin' over free,
But many a house an' home was open then to me;
Many a han'some Offer I had from likely men,
And nobody ever hinted that I was a burden then.
And when to John I was married, sure he was good and smart,
But he and all the neighbors would own I done my part;
For life was all before me, an' I was young an' strong,
And I worked the best that I could •' ' to get along.
And so we worked together; and life was)fard, but gay,
With now and then a baby for to cheer us on ot<way;
Till we had half a dozen, an' all growed clean an' neat,
An' went to school like others, an' had enough to eat.
So we workedfor the childr'n, an' raised 'em every one;
Worked for 'em summer and winter, just as we ought to've‘tione;
Only perhaps we humored 1em,ivhich some good folksconden*
But every couple's childern's a heap the best to them.
Strange how much we think of our blessed little ones!
I'd have died for my daughters, I'd have died for my sons!
And God he Made that rule of love, but when we're old and gray,
I've noticed it sometimes somehow fails to work the other way.
Strange, another thing: when our boys an' girls were grown,
And when, exceptin' Charley, they'd left us there alone,
When John he nearer an' nearer come, an' dearer seemed to be,
The Lord of Hosts he come one day an' took him away from me.
Still I was bound to struggle, an, never to cringe or fall—
Still I worked for Charley, for Charley was now my all;
And Charley was pretty good to me, with scarce a word or frown,
Till at last we went a-courtin' and brought a wife from town.
She was somewhat dressy, an' hadn't a pleasant smile—
She was quite conceity, an' carried a heap o' style;
But if ever I tried to be friends, I did with her, I know;
But she was hard and proud, and I couldn't make it go.
She had an edication, an' that was good for her;
But when she twitted me on miie, 'twas carryin'things too fur;
An' I told her once, 'fore company ( an' it almost made her sick),
That I never swallowed a grammar, or et a 'rithinetic.
So 'twas only a few days before the thing was done—
They was a family of thetbselves, and I another one;
And a very little cottage one family will do,
But I never seen a house that was big enough for two.
An: I never could speak to suit her, never could please her eye,
- it made me independent, an' then I didn't try.
But I was terrible staggered, an' felt it like a blow
When Charley turned ag'in me an' told me I could go.
I went to live with Susan, but Susan's house was small,
And she was always a-hintin' how snug it was for us all;
And what with her husband's sisters, and what with childr'n three
'Twas easy to discover that there wasn't room for me.
An' then I went to Thomas, the oldest son I've got,
For Thomas' buildin's covered half an acre lot;
But all the childr'n was on me—I couldn't stand their sauce—
And Thomas said I needn't think I was comin' there to boss.
An' then I wrote to Rebecca, my girl who lives out West,
And to Isaac, not far from her—some twenty miles at best;
And one of 'em said 'twas too warm there for anyone so old.
And t'other had an-opinion the climate was too cold.
So they have shirked and slighted me an' shifted me about—
So they have well-nigh soured me, an' wore my Old heart out;
But still I've borne up pretty well, and wasn't much put down,
Till Chat-ley went to the poor-master an' put me on the town.
_Oyer the hill to the poorhouse—my childr'n dear, good-bye!
Many a night I've watched you when only God was nigh;
And God'll judge between us; but will al'ays pray
That you shall never suffer the half I do today.
This poem was cut out of a paper and saved by a lady, back in'the early 1920's
when C,arleton'S poems were at their most popular. At the top of the paper, she
had written HOW TRUE.
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Department of Speech and
Theatre at Murray State
University figured
prominently in the activities
of the recent annual fall
conference of the Kentucky
Association of Communication
Arts ( MCA ) in Lexington.
Eight faculty members and
former faculty Members,
along with five graduate
assistants were among high
school and college speech and
communications teachers and
prOfesainnal practitioners
from across the state who
participated in the two-day'
meeting on tile campus of the
University of/Kentucky.
Four were involved in
program sessions. They in-
cluded:
Ruby }Crider, professor'
emeritus, who chaired the oral
interpretation session focused
on the theme of "Readers
Theatre: Why Not..."
Dr. Vernon Gantt, chair-
man, who participated in a
program discussing "What
Should a Model Com-
munication Graduate
Program Look Like?"
Dr. Jerry Mayes, assistant
professor, who chaired two
programs concerned with high
school forensics and a
program entitled "College
University Forenics : The
Future of Intercollegiate
Competition in Forensics."
Robert A. *alentine, in-
structor, ,-who- Amented "A
Topical Analysis of the 1976-77
High School Debate Topic."
Mayes served as forensics
interest group chairman. and
Jill O'Brien, assistant
professor, Served as oral
interpretation interest group
chairman during the con-
ference.
Prominence in the form of
leadership recognition also
mile to the Murray State
group. Valentine will continue
to serve as KACA executive
secretary, while Mayes was
nominated as second vice-
president and Gantt as
chairman of the rhetoric and
public address interest group
for 1977.
A graduate student, Charles
Courtney, will serve for the
coming year as associate
editor of the Kentucky Journal
of Communication Arts.
Others in the department
who attended the conference
included: J. Albert Tracy.,
professor emeritus; Dr. Jim
Biggs, associate professor;
Dr. C. F. Harrison Jr.,
associate professor; and Drew




• The KACA conference in the
fall of 1977 will be held in
Bowling Green.
'Crisis In Belief' Seminar To
Begin At University On Tuesday
Dr. John Hon.i, a professor
of the philosophy otreligion at
Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, will be the first of
three well-known theologians.,
scheduled to participate in a
two-day seminar on . "The





LOUSITILLE, Ky. (API —
The,---1(entucky Council of
Churches will hold its 29th
- • annual assembly Nov. 8-9 at
Kentucky Wesleyan College,
Owensboro.
\N, Among those expected to
a nd are Dr. Miriam
Keifèrn, a theology teacher
at Ep'kcopal Theological
Seminar) N_ in Virginia;
Melanie Sovute. a fQ1h_singer
from West Vaikia; and the
Covenant Playersagrobp of





FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
The- state Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control
( ABC) has proposed a
regulation that would allow
beer breweries and
distributors to sponsor teams
by paying their league entry
fees or supplying uniforms.
Last year, the ABC created`
an uproar when it said that\
breweries and distributors
could not advertise on
uniforms. c.:
Under the proposed
regulation, licensees also may
place their brand name on
uniforms, -unless members of
the team are under 18.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobsaibers who hove mot
received Omit boosedelivered
airy of The norm Lodger
the. by 3130 p. S. Monday.
friday or by 3:30 p. ea
Worker aro tweed to col
753-1116 Isetweeo 5:30 p. m.
mod 6 p. a., Meodoy-fridoy,
or 3:30 p. 0. mod 4 p. m.
Sirtirtioys, to risme delivery
if the wrivspeper. Calls most
be placed by 6 p. m.
weeitarys or 4 p. to. Seer-
*NT$ to ersoreetee ileNvery.
, -
"and the B. D. degree th 1954 •
fro bz the Candler School of
Theology. at Emory University
in Atlanye.
Dr. Howie, for the past 10




1935,- he received- the
master's degree from Emory,
and in 1965 was awarded a
doctoral degree in philosophy
by Boston University. A
portion *his sabbatical leave
in 1972 was spent as a "visiting
scholar" at Cambridge
University in England.'
Before joining the Sill
faculty in 1966, he taught for
two years at Randolph-Macon
College, Ashland, Va., and one
year.- at Earlham College,





Dr. Howie will speakat the
opening session of the seminar
beginning at 1:30 p. m. in the
auditorium of the Student
enter, formerly the
versity School.
Schè4uled to speak at the 8
p. m. se ion Tuesday is Dr.
Frank Tüpper, assistant
professor Christian
theblogy and pfiito6ophy at the
Soutbern Baptist The,logical
Seminary in Louisville.
SP'eaking aOthe 1:30 p.
session Oct. de Fath
Matthias Neuman, .professor
of systematic theology at St.
Meinraa School of Theology,
St. .Meinrad, Ind. The final
, speaker for the seminar,'
speaking at 8p. m. Wednesday
will be Dr. Jack Lewis,
professor of Old•Testament at
the Harding Graduate School
of Religion, Memphis, Tenn.
Howie, Father Neuman and
Lewis will participate in
various university classes
Wednesday morning and will
appear in an informal panel
discussion at the weekly UCM
luncheon at 12:30.p: m. that
day: „.
Sponsored by the College of
Humanistic Studies and the
University Campus Chaplains
Association, the seminar is
open to the public. Additional
information may be obtained
by contacting either Dr.
Kenneth Harrell, dean of the
College of Humanistic Studies
at Murray State, br Fred
Morton at the United Campus
Ministry, North 15th Street.
SCOTT-DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
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Princeton and probably felt
taking a detour .west
through Mayfield.
• After being humiliated 47.-14
•: last Friday by Mayfield, the
• :Same team Murray High
defeated 12-7 two weeks ago,
• -Caldwell _County came back
• irbni the dead. '
And in doing so, they just
may have killed Murray
--High's chances for the post-
seasoa playoffs as Caldwell
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Caldwell County Does It Again
Murray High Upset 7-6 To Throw
District AA Race Into Scramble
Ili MIKE BRANDON• .
ledger &Timss Sports Editor
oll. Ye heard coaches talk
-.-.-about character. Da you know
is?.
-' Character is when yrat "get
kicked, but you get hick up.
Character is when everyone
• git es up hope; everyone but
yourself. Character is pride
andybaracter is gut's.
character on the part of the
Caldwell County defepse.
There will be those who
spend the rest of the week
talking about the •Ifs"--nta as
our old pal Dick Main would
say, let's make this perfectly
clear: Caldwell County won
thb.4arne fair and square and
they teserved It.
Min•ray gambled twice in
bus load of chiracter rode the first period. I
f you break
. through Murray Friday night. even when ga
mbling, it's
'MeV —headed east back fo'supposed `t
o be okay. For
Murray, it wasn't. •
On a fourth andone from the
Caldwell 46, the Tigers -got a
first dawn. On a fourth and one
from the Caldwell 35, the.
Tigers didn't get "first down.
In seven playeihat covered
65 yards, witha ibig 15-yard
holding penalty on Murray
being the biggest aid, Caldwell
scared as quarterback Carroll
Boyd plunged in from a yard
out. The PAT split the
- Courtly again kept_ its streak uprights and
 Caldwellled 7-0. -




Caldwell County came close broke loose
 for a 76-yard
to•lo§litg several times. And if
they would have lost, they
'Certainly wouldn't have
:-deserved it. They outplayed
'Murray High, which was
• Tanked as the best Class AA
-:•-team in the,state.
• The Caldwell County
• 'defense out-characteret-the
• :Murray High offense. When
. the chips wereclown, Caldwell
-Cotintylvas up.
-•••We played terrible last
against Mayfield," said
-Caldwell County coach Al
Giordano, the man with the
:most, character for Caldwell
touchdown run. However, it
wasn't' to be as the Tigers




from clipping call, took
over f at the Caldwell. 34.
That q,ivas it. The Tigers
worked 'dawn to the 17 but
quarterbadt Roger-- Grogan
was sacked for a 10-yard loss
on a third and four play. .
With the ball on the 27 and a
fourth and 14,the Tigers again,
went for ttie first down.
Grogan's pass to Hudspeth got
only two yards and that was
uprights.. Not to be. Murray
was whistled for an off-sides
and five yards farther back,
Lane missed the extra point
and-with 1:53 left in the half,
Caldwell County led 74, the
same score in 1975 by which
they upset Class A state
champion Murray High on the
same field.
Caldwell. got one break
midway through the third
period. On a punt, Hudspeth
moved under the ball. Many
fans thought Hudspeth might
have touched it but the call
- wasn't made though Caldwell
County picked up the ball and
ran it back into the endwne.
.me ball steas-called,dad -on
the Murray nine.
Early in the fourth perSid, it
appeared Murray High was
about to snap out ail. •
The Tigers started an of-
fensive series on their own
three and Jeff Oakley-punted
31 yards out to the 40 after the
Tigers failed to get a - first
down.
Alvin Parham recovered a
fumble • on the punt and
Murray teak over at their own
38 with 10:41 left in the game.
Behind Jhe running of _Hud-
speth and fullback Darrell
Foster, the Tigers moved
down to a first and 10 at the
Caldwell 29.
Foster gained three,
Hudspeth lost three and
Grogan lost two on a broken
play. With 5:57 left and . the
clock ticking, the Tigers were
faced with a fourth and 10
from the Caldwell 29.
"I knew what they were
going to do " said Giordano•
— 'County. - -7- - -Turning Point flumber-oae-in "I hollered at 
my kids to
thartalfbackoprion:**--
character • this week, You can 'Turning point number two It had paid oft two-weeks
-build character and when you -came with 2:39 left in the first
.-do that, you are going to win," period when defensive tackle
::added the popular Giordano, Tim Garland recoveivd a
was inducted into the fumble for Murray on the
:Murray State Sports Hall of Caldwell 47.
:Fame t WC/ years ago. The Black and Gold worked
• What a' .Murray? down to the Caldwell 23 where
Nine, three and 15 plus 40, 55 on a fourth and five, Groan's
and 55.__Ziat those aren't paws-fell incomplete. •
• numbers of plays or players. Late in the second period,
In the. • last half, Murray Caldwell Count iagain tried to
:started offensive- drives _On help Murray. David Barnes of
then own 'nine, three and 15- Caldwell was dropped_for 
an
a-ard linei following punts of 11-yard toss and he fu
mhIed
earlier with Randy Orr
grabbing the pass from
Hudspeth for the winnirreTD
over Mayil.This time,
Hudspeth fired awayand Mike
Utley nuives1 under •••.*11.
He dropped ill
But it didirt matter. The
Tigers were called for a 15-
yard holding penalty, which of
course was declined. As the
old saying goes, Mere was no
'way to win from losing, as far
as Murray was concerned.
' 40, 55, and' 55 yards by the ball which was recover
ed Caldwell County took over
_ u_a_lne - -_---.:- -1*-- Richie _Bachai_&01-r__ of and go
t zilch. Again, the punt
_ At halftime, Murray traded MtuTay. , 
:. . by Trafford went 55 yards,
7-6 and had 117 yards on the Taking over,on the Caldwell
 about 30 of which came on a
ground. • In the third period, 37, the Tigers finally scared bounce.
 Murray took over at
Murray High . was held to a eight plays later when Grogan
 their own 15. •
,- measly 13 yards on the ground hit Eddie Rollins 
with -a tight .With the dock ticking away,
, and in the fourth quarter, end-over-the-middl
e play. The Murray .marched downfield
. Murray got only 44 for a mere passcovered I6,
yards. with a 17-yard pass 'ram
57 yards in the second half. Turning poiltrausuber
ahree.----Grogan4e-Eddie Rollins and a Muni',
- That; friends, speaks well of The PAT by Tim
 Lane split the 23-yard pass from Grogan to 1474
...Darrell Foster being the bag
- plays.
Wit h-50 seconds left, Murray
had a first and 10 from the
Caldwell 44. Grogan.' threw
incomplete, Randy Orr gained
three on a reverse and Grogan
threw incomplete, almost
being intercepted by Gary
-Dooley of Caldwell County,
Finally, it was this: There in
tjg bold-letters the clock read
21 seconds., Caldwell 7,
Murray -6; andlheltigers had
a fourth and seven-from the 4.1,.„
Again Grogan dropped
back, with. outstanding:
protection. .pur - Caldwell.
'County hid the coverage
dawnfield and Grogan hadie
hury the pass before he Was
-sacked. The pass ,fell five
yards 'from the, nearest
Murray receiver 'and with
that, Murray fell from the
ranks of the undefeated.
"I guess this sure makes
- Jack Morris (Mayfield head
„coach).hay," ilordano
said.
'••••I'd have to say that this is
the biggest win I've ever had
- at Caldwell County,"
It leaves Caldwell County
with a 3-2 record and with a 2-1
mark. in the District. Murray
is also 2-1 in the District as is
Mayfield.
There it po way to tell until.
the end Of the season what will
happen now as far as who will
win the Class 'AA District. le:
"They just outplayed us,
that's all," said dejected
Mufray High-- Coach John
Hina. ••
"We•rnet a group of fellows
, who wanted to win," the Tiger
couch added.   --
Murray, now 4-1 overall,
niust•_urin at Trigg County
Friday night or it'sll
Meanwhile, Caldwell County,
now in the race again, travels
'
to Todd taunt y. ,
Caldwell County finished'
with 114 yards rushing and 132
yards hi total offense: the
„most yardage a team has
gatien off Murray High this
seastil:-
"They a- little belletk,
Offensively a defensively
than we were," 
His.0.6a 
id. ; .
"Their punts kept ust ed
un throughout the second h
WHERE TO NOW? -Tony Bayless (24) seems to be puzzled
no hole in the direction he is looking. Behind Bayless is Murray
.41‘
DEFENSIVE STRUGGLE -11 was more of a defensive straggle titan anything else Frid
ay night as with the Red Sox fpr four
Caldwell Covety_dafeeted Mtirrgxgjgh T-4. Here, Derrell Foster (VI ef.Merrey is bnoughtdetva- --aeeedeiriniair• ma,„,',It
agur 
by a pair of Caldwell County players. Titers in the picture are David Cathey (79), Lindsey
 %A- or the parent club, will remain
speth (22) and Tim Garland (74). I with the organization._
as to where to go since there is
quarterback Roger Grogan.





_8-119 Punts • 4-1E8
29.5 Punting Avg. ut
Individual rushing. Murray i174, -
Hudspeth 141, Foster 33. Bayless 10 and
Grogan-15 Caldwell County 11141—Eti..--
nes 61. Dooley 36 arid Boyd 17.
Receptions: Murray (71—Hudspeth
2-11, Rollins 4-37, and Foster 1-23 Cald-
well County 1181—Hunter 1-5 and Traf-
ford 1-13.
Fumble recoveries Murray •
(31—Parham 1, Garland 1 and Rictia-
dson 1.
-1-thutight our kids-showed a !Of
of character in fighting back
the way we did."
"Caldwell County had a lot










COLUMBUS, Ohio t AP -
(jov. James Rhodes bas-ac-
ceined Pennsylvania Gov,
Milton Shapp's -wager on the
outcome- of the National
League playoff between the
Cincinnati Reds and the
-Philadelphia Phillies.
Rhodes matched Shapp's•
wager of a bushel of Penn-
'Sylvania mushrooms with a
bushel of Ohio's Melt., )se
apples.
"It will be nice to have some
fresh mushrooms in mid-
October," he said cOnfidently
The best-of-five-game
playoff Series begins in
-Philadelphia Oct. 9. and then
mores to Cincinnati.
EVERYBODY'S IN ON IT -Gary Dooley (24) of Caldwell County gets mu
rdered here as Andy Ryan (66) and Tim Lane (67) d.Ihs
honors. Other plays are Kendall Rogers (64), Frank Gilliam (82) and
 Donnie Winchester (64).






teams in the Nat onalFoothall




'team we've seen," said Jack




defense and luck-edged the
•___Ballimare _Colts 30-V_ lag_
week on a 32-yard field goal by
Denvermttrningew-York
Jets at San Francisco.
Pittsburgh is at Minnesota
in a Monday night nationally
televised game.
Quarterback Steve Grogan,
who has been making blew_
week's loss to San Francisco.
He also is Seattle's leading
rusher with 99 yards. on 13
carries.
In other Sunday NFL action,
Oakland is at New England;




ampa Bay at Baltimore;
troit it Green Ray; the-Nevi
York Giants at St. Louis;
Houston at New Orleans;
_Kansa:s City at Ruffala.;_. Los
Angeles at Miami; San _Diego
Tfren Herrera three
seconds left. That gave them a
3-0 record for the young
season, giving them three
more victories than Seattle.
The Seahawks are still
finding their way around the
• NFL. Seattle has surrendered
98 points so far-only the New
York Jets have given up
more-and will have their
kick-returners, having raced terback for -'Washington,,.
145 yards-ciao-tit punts last Chicago Will be trying to
week against Cleveland. regroup after being blanked
- Philadelphia lost running 10-0-by Atlanta:
back Art Malone for the Baltimore, coming off the
season with a bad knee and tough loss to Dallas, boasts the
. had several other ball carriers American Conference's
injured in last Monday night's leading rusher in. Lydell
overtime loss to Washington. Mitchell, who hai gained 294
Atlanta is coming off only its yards. Tampa Bay has yet to
questionable.
secoin_ lis:ut ttio,sut
Falcons offense still is -eslpected to start for the Bucs
score -a touchdown, Qua r-
a bone chip in his right
• 
pavict_ssirydeinfe_nseits aao
143-game career, but the terback Steve Spurrier is
- limited Green Bay to 45 yards
Packers' passing game and
England fans forget about the Bill Kilmer has a sore running game were 
virtually
departed Jim Plunkett, will be shoulder but nevertheless is non-existant again
st Cin-
trying to leadithe Patriots to =meted to start at guar- -
 atarma,
their third straight upset. The 
hands full trying to keep Pats stunned Miami 
and
Dallas quarterback Roger Pittsburgh the past 
two
Staubach in check.
Staubich is coming Off one
of his best days as a pro; -at" quarterback for 
the
rig- completed 22 of -2e -flamers. - -
for 339 yards and two The San Diego-Denver
w ria against game matches the Nneilitio
highest scoring teams.
ouster with Chargers"- -quarterback Dan
Zorn, Fouts has passed for 618 yards
in three games. Denver's Rick






__who was cut-by the ys
last year. Zorn hit 20












Pesky Will be back, but there
will be two or three nett'
coaches on the Boston Red Sox
next year. • • .
Manager Don Zimmer, who
took over when Darrell
Johnson was fired in July, said
Friday night that Pesky -wilt
be rehired, but coaches Stan
Williams, Eddie Popowaki and
- Don Bryant will be released,
,PoPowski, who .has • been--
Weeks. Ken Stabler, out Of











week. Brian Sipe again- will offensive problems. The Lions
start at quarterback for
Cleveland in place of Mike 
blaster waeectiak nwcheetno ttieheM3,innmese tistedta
Phippc--who has a shoulder up an extra point. The
se,paration.
Turkey Shoot
2-10 p.m. Sat. Oct. 2
Two Traps
ane For Beginners Only
50 Bird Event After Dark
Jackson_Purchase Gun Club








each new Step ift-his busy career
Florshnim patent leather. never -

















singles and a tie-breaking
sacrifice fly, giving Boston its
victory over Baltimore.
Yastrzemski improved his
FtBI total to 102, marking the
fourth time in his 16-year
career that he has gone over
the century mark.
Reggie Jackson put
Baltimore in front 4-3-Wlth his
27th homer in the seventh
before the Red Sox rebounded
against reliever Fred Hold-
sworth, 4-1, in their half of the
inning.
Tigers 5, Brewers 0
Phil Mankowski's two-run
single sparked a five-run
To Launch Career
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Leon
Spinks, who earned a gold
medal at Montreal as a light-
heavyweight boxer, plans to
launch his professional career
in December, his manager
said Friday.
The 23-year-old Marine
'cOrporal statined at Camp
Lejeune, N.C., will train under
a program conducted by
Muhammad All's training
officials, said his manager,
Millard Barnes.
Barnes, who has managed
Spinks for six years, said he
had met in New York this
week with All officials to set
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A's Players Unleash
Criticism On Finley
By KEN RAPPOPORT .
AP Sports Writer - -
The Oakland A's finally ran
out of time, but it seems
they'll never run out of wind.
Win or lose, the A's always
talk-and they had plenty to
say Friday night after losing
the American League* West.
pennant to the Kansas City
Royals.
Pitchers Vida Blue and
Rollie Fingers, two of
Oakland's leaders, took out
their bitter disappointment on
Oakland owner Charles 0.
Finley.
"We didn't get any help
from him," shouted Blue in
the Oakland- locker room after,
a 2-0 loss to the California
Angels eliminated the A's
from contention in the West.
Blue, who pitched brilliantly
Friday night, hurled un-
printable expletives at the
controversial Finley and
Fingers added his voice.
It appeared that the
Oakland players were letting
their frustrations all hang out
after a long and bitter chase of
the Royals that ended
abruptly with Rusty Torres'
home run in the California
12th.
That blast broke up a
scoreless -pitching duel bet-
ween Blue -kid California's
Frank Tanana and gave the
division pennant to Kansas the youngSt. Louis fighter. Co. 19
City. The Royals missed an If the program is ac:----Edn.;. 6nson 41, Ganuffiff
opportunity' to- wilfp up- -ffie-teiltable, Spinks Will Tight Es' --
West on their own earlier with
a 4-3. loss to the Minnesota
Twins.
Red Sox 7, Orioles 4
Carl Yastrzemski drove in
three runs with a pair of
Detroit seventh inning and
John Hiller pitched a four-
hitter in his first start since
1972, leading the Tigers over
Milwaukee. Loser Bill
Travers, 15-16, carried a _two-
hitter into the seventh, when a
one-out single by Mickey
Stanley and a walk started the
Tiger rally. After a fielder's
choice grounder by Chuck
Scrivener, Pedro Garcia's
single broke the scoreless tie.
-Rangers 11, White Sox 8
Tom Grieve pounded a pair
of two-run homers,. helping
Texas beat Chicago. Jim
Swidberg and Jeff Burroughs
also joined the Rangers'
homer parade against White
Sox pitching, each collecting a
solo shot in the 13-hit Texas
attack.
The home runs for Grieve
gave him 20 for the year and 81
RBI for the season. Steve
Hargan, 8-8, picked up the
victory in relief.
Prep Scores
Heath 28, Todd Co. Central
14 ---




Fulton C1ty 35,. Ballard
Memorial 20 .
Dyer Co., Tenn., 28, Fulton
first professional bout Dec. 11, E. Hardin 14, Ft. Knox 7
Barnes said. Elizabethtown 42, N. Hardin













Rt. 3, Box 284B, Murray
502-474:2228-
lAicated on Hwy. 94,5 miles east of Murray.
Dealer for Chris Craft
and Winner
CLOSE BUT NOT QUITE-David Kennedy (71) of Murray cork close to blacking this punt by Damps Treffsoni (9) of CaMwallCounty while David Barnes (22) gives Kennedy a shove. Trafford punted four times in the pm. for on average of 47 yards.
(stem eikesesky %ivy ken)
MOVE IT REF -Lindsey Hudspeth glances toward the official who may or may not be supplying a block hers. Hadspetik hod 141
yards for the Tigers to give him a total of 619 yards in four games. Other Tigers are Darrell Foster (31) and Tim Garland (74).
(Staff Pintos by ism Dam)
Murray High Only Top-Rated Club
To Fall By Wayside Friday Night
LOU ILLE, K AP,
Bowling Gree-ii 53, Warrer
Central 14
Boyd Co. 14, Newport 0
Boyle Co. 54, Casey Co. 0
Caldwell Co. 7, Murray 6
Campbellsville 48, Adair Co.
Russellville n, Crittenden
Co.? --
Russell Co. 38, Clinton Co. 8
Shelby. Co. 34, Marion Co. 0
LoneStakA,Reidland7 _
Trigg_Co. 42; Webster Co. 20




Mayfield 44, Marshall Co. 0
Meade Co. 36;131-dhath Co. 0
Metcalfe Co. 16, Hart Co. 13




Warren Central, another while Spud Byrd and_ Ind.„.7.1emor1al 204. No. 4Caldwell County .combo ,. je l;t:ir,el-. nklin,SolipsAtn . of State Na' Beasley each added a pair Aslihini I was idle.
two decisive penalties ‘; . A:k _belied Portland Ton.. of - touchdo  na_Lkkwns _wling .-. -- -a--,. 4,--k-  AAA • -No, ---- rrlT-eB-o3Td 's touchdown r. 28-7 arid Harrodsburg. of- State Green's romp. The Purple Falanger- Lloyd. with Markand -extra point kick to shock. -A walloped -Nt.. 4 THIchrOond exp1oded-Lc:IA.20-0 first quarter .Moli-,7i- firing. touchdown
previously unbeaten Murri-r. Madtsdn 30-8. (ead arid coast ed from there. passes of 41 and §3 yards,7-6 in a high school footbi,]i-- - Trinity_ lop ranked in  Jerry Flippin scored on a defeated - Ft. Thomasupset Friday night. The le- Jefferson - County ;AAAA, . one-yard run and on .a 48-yard Highlands 27-14 in -a keywas the first in five games) r meets. Shawnee _tonight in one. . pass from-Joe James to pace Northern Kentucky battle;
Murray, the No. 1 team in 1,-A. of the two Saturday games - Frankbn-Simpson to its sixth No. 3 Newwitt Catholic, which'-State *A poll._ lnvolving-ranked -teams. In the _ win of the year. Harrodsburg, meet s Lloyd next week,
Murray was the only ko- other. No. 2 Bishop David of 5-1, .used two touchdowni‘by bopped Conner 42-6;
ranked 'vain to experier,e Jefferson County nets henry Parks and another iik .Lexinghin Henry Clay Asset
troubl Bowling Green of Atherton. -- Cols Parks to turn an expected \ No. 4, Danville 31-29; and No. 5
e. *. 
.
Newport Cath. 42, Conner 6 
_ State AAAA won its seventh Doug Beard passed for two showdown with Madison into a Elizabethtown, . with Robert
straight with a 53-14 waltz touchdowThs and ran for rout. Reid' rushing for 116 yardyandNicholas Co. 13, Bath Co. 7 • 
OhitiCo. 25, Barren Co.' 7 - -, H
Owensboro 27, Clarksville," 
-
- In other games involving five touchdowns, ripped North
ranked :eanis: . Hardin 42-21.
Tenn., 21, overtime -Jefferson Couro. AAstr2V----- -State" AA: No. 2 Scott
Owerkshoro Cat h. 24, No. 3 St. Xavier won-its 31st County was a 26-6 victim of
Evansville, Ind., Memorial 14 Is Set For October 15 constl.utive game by dumping 
--highly regarded'. AAA/'1rival





















AB HAS TD BELIEVE/




Ford for by Amer-Fran Porty'by J T Toylor
omecoming Net Tourney
-- Something new has been
- added for athletically-inclined
alumni planning to attend the
annual Home.coming
celebration Oct. 15 and 16 at
Murray State. University-- a
tennis tournament.
For -the past six-- years, a
Homecoming golf tournament
has been a popular part of the
schedule of activities. The
tennis tournament has now
been included for Friday, Oct
15;-'• to enable alumni en-
Ihusiasts in that sport io
denionstrate their prowess fl
Atce !riurts.
In char e of the t .* -
!lament, which will begin at ;)
, a.m. on the university
courts, will be Steve Hamm(k.
Benton, a 1972 graduate, and
' Gary Holtman, superintendent
of the Murray-Callowa
County park system.
CoMpetition this first year
will include singles for Witt!
men and women and double-
for men only, according
Maned -Vinson, direct hr -4.41
alumni affairs. First -and
second-place trophies will
awarded as well-as prizes f(,:
the oldest player, the oldest
graduate playing and P
player traveling the greate,.
diStance to participate.
The entry fee is 42,50 an:
should be sent tolhe 0/fice
Alumni Affairs, Sparks Hall
before noon Thuriday,2ELI.L.,i5m49
SO pairings caribe
The golf tournament, an 18-
hole _affair, will t2e_plisd the,
same day on the 6,238-yard-
par-72 Murray Country Club
course with seeoff times
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
In observancg- of the
nation's 200th Anniversary.-
this year's tournament will be
player will be given an
American flag and a speeified
number of strokes based -on
his or her proven
handicap. When this number
of strokes hagiseen taken, the
flag is planted where the bait
comes to rest after the final
stroke.
The players, both men and
women, going the greatest 
distance on their assigned
strokes will receive
Prizes also will be awarded
winners in flights determined
by decades in which the
'players graduated or attended
Murray State, closest to the
pin on a par-3 hole, longest
drive on the first hole and for
the player traveling the
greatest distance totattend the
Homecoming activifies
Entry fee for the golf
tournament is $5 and advance
registrations along with
requested starting times are
suggested. Reservations may




number is 762-4160. Reser-
. ns,
throkigh.. the Office of Alufli
Affairs in Sparks Hall at ' the
university: •
•
---iroquais--:20-7, No. 4- Seneca Lexington-- Lafayette. N. 3.
butchered Thomas Jefferson k7,9rVin bulled past Bell County
48-0 and No. 5 Manual collared 35-0-, No. 4 Mayfield powered
Central 25-8. . past:Marshall County 44-0 and
- Slate ,AAAA: No. 2 No. 5 Boyle County blistered •
Henderson (7ounty bombed Casey County 54-0. .
Christian County 30-0, No. 3 -Stale A: No. 2 Raceland
Paducith Tilghman Mauled downed East Carter. n-o and
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Central No. 5 Bellevue wai -a 14-6
-Osvensboro_ victim of defending Clas-s A_








INSURANCE COMPANY OF TENNESSEE
fr.
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77ring and Summer
hentucks. s leading outdoor new s sectton from The Murray Ledger and Times, Murray, Kentticky
i.•
Outdoor,Lore is dedicated to the _hunters, fishermen and .others who enjoy the out-OrdoOrs
A GRAND STRINGER Of CATS — Ralph Coffee (left),
using his super stink-bait on a specially designed plastic
worm shows only a partial catch of catfish he and Ray
Yates (not pictured) from Dexter caught recently out of
Cypress Bay in Kentucky Lake. The gentleman on the
- right is Larry Roby from New Concord who. loaned his
boat to Coffee and Yates. Coffee, a Galesburg,. Illinois
resident is a die-hard catfisherman who frequents Ken-
tucky Lake. He uses, a rod and reel, his own stink-bait
and plastic worm, and credits his good catches to letting
that bait "lay on the brit-to-in"
"...archery hunting (bowhunting)




With fall comes deer season,
and increasing numbers of
hunters are shouldering a bow
and a quiver of arrows rather
than a gun when they head for
the woods.
Deer season for archers
opens Friday and - Hope
Carleton, spokesman for the
state Department of Fish and
Wildlife - Resources, said
Wednesday that "archery
hunting is definitely on the
rise."
He said the department has
no- - exatille• figures on the
increase, but addecr-that
"there are many individuals
who enjoy-getting to a more
down-to-earth _kind of
hunting...the number is in the
thousands."
Hunters will find more deer
in the woods this fall, too. The
department's estimate of the
Butch Greer Outdoor Editor \
!mks,
Now To Itat-8: Quo Those Came
Rids You Bag This Year
The bird hunting trip isn't
over when you have arrived
home with a game-bag full of
birds, plucked and cleaned
them and popped them into
the freezer..
One of the most enjoyable
events as an aftermath of a
,uc'eessful hunting trip-is to sit
,iov.rn at the table and enjoy
the succeulent barbectte
flavor of pheasant, clutk,
goose, wild turkey, partridge
or whatever other bird you
may have bagged some time
before.
To do this, however, before
the family and guests arrive
armed with knife and fork, the
birds must be carefully
prepared and Cooked and that\
is a technique that every
hunter should learn.
The folks at the Charcoal
Briquet Institute have plenty
of know-how in that line anc
offer a number of suggestions
in handling the preparation
and grilling of game birds.
First of all, it's a good idea
to line the grill with-heavy
duty aluminum foil for faiter
cooking and easier cleanup.
Stack the charcoal briquets
in a pyramid. They kill light
faster since -air Can circulate
around them. There are a
number of "starters"
or overnight in a small
amount of light dry wine. Use
from one-fourth to one cup per
bird dePending upon size.
Tr4eling through field,
marsh, forest and meadow in
search of feed, provides wild
game birds with muscle and
pure lean meat on their bones.
Accordingly, larding before
cooking is essential with game
taken in the field. You may
use bacon in any form, salt
pork,. suet, fatback, chicken
fat or goose grease laid across
the breast and legs in strips or
pieces. Butter, lard or shor-
tening can be dotted on or
melted.:_and brushed on the
birds.
Basting too is important to
a 'd dryness and this can be
done with the drained
marina or a simple butter
sauce.
Spit roastihg is ideal for
young game birds, as it keeps
them plump and juicy while
cooking and browns them
quickly and evenly. '
. ltrspit roast two pheasants
for instance, sprinkle inside of
dressed birds with salt and
pepper and then add your
favorite stuffing if you wish.
Wrap bacon around each
pheasant in three places: over
wings, over upper leg and
available, electric, chimney thigh-awl -over- the lower leg:-
. . 
Aotal-Keatticky deer-pol•latpaa 
type, liquid, jelly or solid LaY_snie strip Pf baron length-
ct-ibes. wige th bt bo sof
Allow the briquets to burn to 
over e reas neis 120,000.
Furthermore, Carleton said
an extensive deer-trapping
program is underway to in-
crease the deer population in
-areas where hunting is
currently not allowed.
"There are areas, p4r
ticularly In eastern Kenti.1ky,
where our biologist have felt
that the deer herd is down," he
said. "The areas .are bei,ng
restocked, and when the
population builds up to where
it's considered huntable
again, the areas_ will. be
opened."
Deer hunting is prohibited
this year in Jackson, Owsley,
Clay, Harlan, Powell, Clark,
Leslie, Perry, Johnson and




Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So. Phone 753-8322
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business






Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any_Gun
just the right stage before
adding the food to the grill.
Generally they will require 20
.to 40 mitfutes.
Some jlidvance preparations








You can insure tenderness_
-in wild- _game --birda -by
marinating for several hours -
each pheasant. Tie each strip
of bacon in place with cord or
heavy thread.
Thread one spit prong or.
fork onto spit, so that points
are away from handle. Insert
spit in one pheasant just below
the breast and bring out above
the tail. Repeat with second
pheasant and center birds on
spit. Thread second prong
onto spit. Push prongs into
pheasants and fasten
securely,
-When-coals-are at the right
stage, arrange coals in back
•
County south of Buckhorn
Creek-Read-.--
Carleton noted that deer,
hunting is also prohibited in
several wildlife management
areas and in Mammoth Cave
National Park. A full list of
1976 deer hunting regulations
may be obtained from the
Department of" Fish and
Wildlife Resources in Frank-
fort.
Getting close enough to kill
a deer with a bow and arrow is
more difficult than shooting
one with a gun, and archers
bag far fewer than gun hun-
ters. Therefore, they are given
longer to try.
For bow hunters, it's open
season on deer from Oct. 1
through Nov. 4 and again from
Dec. 18 through Dec. 31.
That gives archers a total of




Outdoor Lore Classified Ads 1
DEER RIFLE: 7.65*MM
Mauser, Weaver K4










_ 641 South None 753-9491




Loldwater Rd I f
753-6448 j
half of barbecue grill. Place a
drip pan, which should be
abot4 Jour inches longer than
the pheasants, in front half of
-grill._ When coals have
reached a medium tem-
perature, attach Spit to motor.
Grill pheasants about
hours or until pheasants are
browned and leg Meat .seems
tender when pressed with
fingers. Remove birds from
spit and sever immediately.
To prepare pheasants on the
grill without rotisserie, cut
birds in half lengthwise, rinse.
with cold water and pat dry.
Wrap each half with two strips
of bacon and secure bacon
with small skewers or tooth-
picks. Sprinkle both sides With
salt and pepper and grill, cut
side down, about 8 inches
above medium coals for 30
minutes or until browned.
Turn and continue grilling
until browned and meat cut
near the bone appears done,
about an additional 30
minutes.
You may want to serve the
pheasants with rice, a salad
and perhaps the remainder of
the light white wine you used
for marinating the birds. It's a
cinch you won't have to call
the family and guests to
dinner as chances are the
delicious aroma off the grill
has already gathered them all
pretty close. .
This is on meal that the
hunter can honestly say he
brought home the "bacon"
and cooked it as well.
(Medium heat on the grill is
tested by cautiously holding
your  hand, pside down,
just above the grill. Judge
temperature by the number of
seconds hand can be kept in
position. For medium you
should be able to hold your





Valley anglers were spending
countless hours this summer
in search of a few fish for the
frying pan, TVA "fishermen"
seldom caught less than 100
Pounds a day.
The success of TVA's.
"fishermen" can't be at-
tributed to angling skill,
however. These fisheries
biologists were using
rotenone, a chemical ex-
tracted from the roots of a
group of shrubs and woody
vines in the pea family. Used
for centuries by tribes in South
America and the East Indies
to catch fish for fOod, it is now
used to Study fish populations
in rivers drid lakes throughout,
the world.
Fieldwork - for a TVA
rotenone study begins with the
placement of a net across a
small cove, trapping the fish
in the cove__ Roienone is
prepared and applied to the
...cove. Exact measures are
taken to calculate the amount
of water in the cove to ensure
that enough chemical is added
to treat the cove but not harm
fish outside the netted area.
Rotenone impairs the ability
of fish to take oxygen from the
water, causing them to rise to
the surface where they are'
netted by hand.
Information is recorded
regarding size, species, and
weight of the captured fish.
Scale samples of game fish
are analyzed in a laboratory to
determine how fast the fish
grew and how old they were
when caught. This in-
formation is analyzed bl .
computer to produce an
estimate of the number,
weight, and species of fish in
, the -coves and along' the
shorelines of sampled lakes.
Results are shared with state
agencies and others.
TVA and state fisheries
biologists have studied fish
populations at over 350 sites on
55 Tennessee and Cumberland
River reservoirs since the late
1940's. Information collected
this year will be compared
with previous statistics to
f011ow Changes in fish
populations in the reservoirs.
These studies will enable TVA
and the states to evaluate the
effectiveness of management
practices on fish populations
and to gauge the impact of
man's activities on various
fish species.
In addition, the work will
enable biologists to better
assess the quality of a par-
ticular reservoir's fisheries
and help answer the fisher-
man's number one question --
"How many fish are in this
lake?"
The following is a sample of Ahe Boone and Croakett Club trophy application, reproduced
with their, permission. Official forms may be obtained from the club.
OFFICIAL SCORING SYSTEM F.OR NORTH AMERICAN BIG GAME TROPHIES
-IIII,ONE AND CROCKETT CLUB .
RECORDS OF NORTH AMERICAN 800,...11(i CIOlkVII Cillb .
SIG GAME COMMITTEE H1,010, Ut *VI.. AITIef .c.an 814 GdMl• Olf/11,411,
NI, ,11,10, Slkfil.• ... I.. Cyr FUN, NAL/Seu111
A hi telati '.. Tr r''',.,' , ,9 4400 F to b., 'A, Pittsburgh, Pa 15213
L7r,rres Ty,.,L, !IL
WHITETAIL AND COUES DEER
KIND OF DEER
Detarl of PotntMeasurement
SEE OTHER SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS Supplementa. y
Data
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Located W. Railroad Avenue 753-1933
2 Allts Ent Hoy 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area





Murray Home & Auto
The More of be
it4 Outdoor Sportsman (
•
Murray's Bear* ••
Qualified Bear Archery Service :••











py Holiday Travel,Inc a
Panoramalm:autSE 
GRAYSON 
NIcCLUREhores on Kentucky LakeN
NA.. 91E05, out Of Murray for 2 maes Turn right on 280
Fotiow 280 for 7 mites post aorpner's Grocery staire
NA(I,trp !'crnoromo and follow blacktop to your right
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"Knowing What to do after
the hit is the difference bet-
ween successandiallure!"
at the eighth rib back and at
the mid line of the side under
the shoulder plate. At the
moment of entry a. loud
"crunch" was the only sound.
The hdWhanter, waited The deer Aunped,' trotted
silently in his tree stand. He several yards and settled
was cotnpletely relaxed, fully down to a steady walk which
camouflaged and had taken to quickly took it out of the
his tree Stand early in the----howhunters field ofyiew.
afternoon. The bowhunter made no
The shadows had sound.
lengthened and darkness was He marked the hit as a good
coming down fast, one and noted the deer's path
Being a knowledgeable_ of travel. With this in-
Witter he was acutely aware forkiation recorded he.
of -the various sounds of the resumed his sitting position
- •
matted flat, the arrow slightly
bent and covtred with blood-
sign. After fifteen minutes the
bowhunter found' the first
blood sign on the trail in the
direction the deer had taken.
He marked the spot with ope
of his arrows and made his
way to the road where his OF
was waiting to take him bael
to camp.
-The end of the story is as
perfect as the story itself.
Once back at camp the
bowhunter enlisted the ser-
vices of several-Of his buddies
and, equipped with gas
hemorrhage. It relies on razor
sharpness to cut as way
through the body ofany game
that is .ten in this
manner.
Hemorrhage is heavy
bleeding and the loss Of large
quantities of blood causes the
animal to become weak. The
loss of large quantities of
blood, and resultant
weakness, cause the game
animal to lie down. When the
game animal lies down, bl
most instances, he will not
have the strength to get back
_up arid move away if he is left
undisturbed. This is the
. manner in which hemorrhage
causes death. The blood lost
can no longer carelexygen to
the rest Of the body causing
weakness and death. Death by
heavy loss of blood,is one of
,the less painful ;Ways to die.
Death comes slowly but pain
is minimal.
Blood trailing is never eaeyl
Wounded deer are the most
unp,redictable animals that
the bowhunter will ever en-
counter. There are no rules for
two . theitpuPded deer. He mpy_go
uphiR or he May make- a
steady downward trail. Never
trust to So-called rules about
wounded deer Each case is
different and must be handled
accordingly.
Rules for bowhunters are a
different story. Allow the deer
ample time to settle down
after the hit. An hour is not too
• HANG IN THf RE iIMMY: jimmy Taylor, Murray, recorded the first successful bowhunt
. of the new season Friday morning when he harvested this 5 point, 12.Q113. buck in
Weakley County, Tennessee. Taylor, who hasbowhunted for several years, was batt-
ling from a treestant when he got a shot at the buck at 25 yards. A 2016 "Game-Getter"
equipped with a 3-blade wasp broadhead combined with Taylor's-Bear "Alaskan"
.fs.pound bow put the buck down inside of 200 yards. We hope that every bowhun-
ter that goes to the field will enjoy the same success that jimmy Tayiai has already en-
joyed. Have a good season, but keep it safe!"
forest whiCh surrounded him and summoned au his will- lanterns, the trail party
and the' sounds of a deer agP1 - power to calm himself down returned to the area of the
preaching Were no'Suryrise to and allow- the deer tin* to successful hft and inside ofan
him. .-1 . travel, undisturbed, while his hour the happy bowhunter was '
. . . .. , , , . - _______, ..... . . . , _ .
He wa* well located off-4.---eazor-sharp-broadheaddidits7-posing4or--a--picture-of. his . .
- At the September 23rd 
•.
main trail and this.,was.„the lethal work. 'allgCessful hunt those hungry duck hunters,
. .
-lime of day whenbe;44ested _Darkness  quickly de,scen- in the true story -dint I have meeting of D. U. officers for greenwings, and  Susies 3.3  
of the next week.
Tom-ftusiiing attire Bank of
to See deer. - did, but 'the bowhunter field -jilt - related 'bo 'you -the l'he- up coming year were have all filo. can eat. will be in (charge of
A feeding deer moves his position and after an hour This yEr-- S---1). U. corn: Murray'Ticket sales.
slowly. Being .., browsing he climbed . down from his memorativeshoteun will be a .
animals, deer Move slowly, stand and immediately moved WinchestetSuper X. Model-1:- The nelo' meeftrtg -of the ---'
when-- undisttabed- stopping .to the point at-which the deer
frequently In, feed on dry had been hit.'
leaves and, tivigs and oc- Using his flashlight he
,casional acorns. carefully searched the im-
-short order_ the deer had_  mediate area_aroundthe plare
fed and traveled to a point, , that the deer was standing
directly in front of the con- 'when the arroat‘ had corn-
cealecl bowliunter.. - pleted . its deadly` flight. In
Bowhunting is' a `waiting short oiler the bowhunter had
game and the bowhunter located th-exact spot where
__ waited - until- The-deer - was'- "the tieerhad-'titilitt -A- -Mall
--- - positioned properly for a • amount of coarse-hair was
- broadside shot at short range. - found along with thoof
He rose, came to full draw, prints of the jumping deer.---, .
anchored and anted for a spot Carefully he pressed his
just behind the shoulder and in search of the area and he
a split second the silent missle turned up his arrOw. The shot
was on its way. had been a complete pass
The arrow entered the deer through. The feathers were
•
long to wall before making an
attempt to follow a wounded.
deer. Get help as soon as you'
_can-Several people make the
job easier because there are
more Byes involved. Control
your party. Remember-that a
blood trail can be destroyed,by
a group of people who do not
know what they are doing.
Trail slowly so that you do
not spook the deer which may
still be bedded ahead oryou,,
Once the line a the trail is
established work fromthe
sides of the trail and
frequently mark-blood sign for
reference should you lose the
trail. If the frail„tails to
produce more sign-Past - the
spot where $ou ft:twat you last
sign station one member -Of
your paity on that spot and
have the other members circle
the spot carefully looking for
more sign and a possible new
_MAO direction. Look for sign
on trees, bashes and vines
Which are along the 'trail.
-Leave no stone unturned as
the old saying goes.-The more
persistent you are on the trail
the moruswi1t'im-
cover.
Never give up the trail until
you are absoluistritiari that _
there' is no further sign to be
found. Many Akipas a ammo
will bleed wet but iv
good hit. The wound may well
be superficial, giving,.11 good
blood trail for a Short distance
before the body shuts off the
supply of blood through
clotting which is a natural
defence against hemorrhage.
Reinember the story which
led this article. Your actions
can make or break your hunt.
Be-cklm, follow the rules and
be successful because you
know what tot'-after the hit.
Stay with the trail beCiuse you
have an obligation to the--
animal you have wounded and
to your fellow bowhunters!





Voices Of Conserva- tion.
Today, the voices of con-
servation speak more loudly
than ever before in our
nation's history. In recent
years the emergence of
numerous conservation
organizations and journals.
have prompted a new
awareness of maes
relationship to the outdoors.
The ranks of the conservation-
interested-have swelled by the
millions, but the fact remains
that a central core of hunters
and fishermen have had more
influence on this movement
than any-other group. This
was true in the beginning, in
the days of Roosevelt, Grin-
nell and Audubon, and i.t
remains today.
In the time it takes to read
this- article, sportsmen will
contribute some 12500 to
conservation. That adds up to
$720.000 a day or *250,000,000 a
year. No other gtoup -daft—as
much.
In the past 50 years hunters'
and fishermen have con-
tributed nearly $5 BILLION
for conservation and wildlife
management.
Ducks Unlimited, just one of
many private _ sportsman-
financed organization's, has
raised Over $30 million to
-finance some 2,000,000 acres of
prime -- waterfowl _nesting
habitat. Through a self-
imposed tail on Sporting arms
and ammunition, hunters and
shooters have. provided over
$850,000,000 for wildlife
The Dusk Call
nianagement in the last -35
years and c.ontinueto add over
$55 million annually.
Fishermen have provided
about $220,000,000 for fisheries
research through a special tax
on their equipment and an-
nually swell that total by
abouturnililion.
Hunters and fishermen
contribute over $8 billion





There are now- some 15
million deer in the United
States. There Were only
500,000 in 1900. -
There are, about five times
as many elk in the nation
today as there were 60 years
ago, and about seven times as
Many antelope.
Turkeys numbered less than
100,000• as recently as 1952,
now total well overl ,250.000.
Don Wells -here with a 25 inch long bass shows that
fishing is still good at this time of the year. Don caugh-t,
this 734 pound largemouth out of a CalToway County
farm pond.
Sportsmen were active in
the founding of the nation's
wildlife refuge system, Which
presently includes over 440
separate management areas
with a total of over 31,000,000
acres. -
Sportsman . financing has
made possible the purchase of
some 3,000,000 acres of
refuges, wintering ranges,
wetlands and public tainting
areas in nearly every state of
the Union.
The, colorful and popular
ringneck pheasant of which.
there are countless millions
today, did not evenexist here
100 years ago. He's an im-
migrant, first introduced by
sportsmen in 1882.
There are 796 species Of
birds in America. Only 74-are
hunted.- All benefit ' 'from
sportsmen-financed con-
servation programs.
There-Aare 914 species of
mammals in North America.
Only 35 are hunted in the
United States. None of these is
in anyreal sense endangered.
It was sportsmen who were
Sportsmen:
'Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting it Fishing liCeflga-
1st ans below
Tennis Departmertt
bowhunter had Lei1ned his
lessons well an was
rewarded with a quic , clean
kill, a short trait to To viand
the ultimate reward of a
successful hunt.
Many bowhunters follow the
rules until they-I:bake a good
hit and then ._they proceed, in
the manner of ,'excited
children, to turn a successful
hunt into a disappointing
experience.
Most -deer' Thar- are Nil-by--
arrows, move off under the
own , power. The
knowledgeable bowhtinter',
iTows this and allows the deer
to move.off _y_v_i_thout disturbing
it.
The broadhead arro*----r.is a




elected. Those serving the
local chapter this year are
Chairmanv.. Ben IJogancamp;
Secretary', Charlie McKen-
ney ; Treasurer, Carlos Black.
Ptans for this yearaD. U.
Banquet were discussed and a
_dale was seigcted (hit would_
not interfere with other clubs
in the area.
The banquet will be held on
Wednesday night, November
17, ,m_afiting_!..§:00.,p.m. aJ the, P.0_
Murray-Calloway County ibis
Country Club. The dinne





only- one of ap-
oximately 100 door prizes to
he-given away to those lucky
eshrnents persons attending the D. U.
le. Banquet.
D..• U. committee in The majority of these prizes
This beautiful shotgun will be
sold to the ttighet -bidder at
the banquet. I am sure that
most of the readers know that
only 9509f the guns will be
produced, and-they are cer-
tainly a collectors dream.
Some lucky ticket hold
the banquet will '
Again this year there will be,
many items sold at auction to
the highest bidder. More about
some of the prizes next week.
So all you sportsmen in the
-area be saying up some of that
green stuff. Tickets for the
banquet will be available
soon-probably by the middle
local D.U. chapter wilt be held ,
at the University Branch of
the Bank of Mturay. The __AI
meeting will begin at_.;_p-..t177
We will have a . -11 er and a
full-lengt unting film.
behind the organization and
development of nearly all
major conservation groups.
Sportsmen continue to lick
the National Wildlife
Federation, Izaak Walton
League and many others.
Even John James Audubon,
patron saint of bird lovers.
was an enthusiastic hunter.
It was the Sportsmen of this
nation, afield" .-'.in outdoor
recreation; who first warned
of the ravages. expanding
civilization had brought to our
forests, -fields gird streams,
and it is the sportsman whO
continues to - terve . as the
major guardian of our natural
resources. • -
Through  Atie_.,2gOase of 




enactmen of the program in
1934, federal_ duck Mamas
have raised over $153,006,000.
Hunters spend an estimated
$100 million- each year
developing wildlife habitat on
privately owned lands
you duck hunters don't
forget about all the work that
goes into a successful duck
bon& _ You
checked your decoys? --What
about your blind? _Where's- --
'bur duck call? What gun are
you going to _shoot this
yea Oh Well. I still hat;e a
few weeks until the season.
-----charge'of the meal is hoping to wi-11 be donated to D. U. by the enteric.
-have a smorgasbord type of----rriends of the ducks - The' May all your hunting be
dinner: This will allow all Local•Marray Merchanti. SAFE AND ENJOYABLE
Kook's Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires and
four-wheel drive vehicles
The "Widest" selection of four-wheeling tires the
Jackson Purchase featuring:
Gumbo National Mori Troc




Buy the famous Kush N Kollar Boot and recei•e your fltErclwrite of SS 95





S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating is A Family Affair
6:30:11 00 Sun. thru Thurs.
43111:00 Fri. Sat.
See Vs For





Gear up _notic.__for _the 76. 'minting -
Seesaw' Brand name - firieraLality hun-










3042 Lone Oak Rd
Paducah, Kb.




,Wcr-hav_e a rugged watch that- -
will meet your needs. Come




Worn Kolors By Meaty
"from Kawasakis to Kenworths.











Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
Mat WE DO best is
care. Needline; 753-6333.
ROTARY SALE and
Auction will be open at
6:00, Oct. 14, at Murray
H. S. Gym.
NOTICI
NUBB DUNN is now
associated with the West
Side Barber Shop. No op
pointment necessary. Men
ty of Parking hone 753.
4406.
TURKEY SHOOT. 240 p.
m. Saturday, October 2,
1976. Two traps. One for








Approximately 12,000 scyff. of
rental space availaDie at 2nd
and Poplar Strosb. Western
Dark Tobacco. Packing Corp.,
Murray,3Dr, Phone 753-3342.
3. Card Of Thanks
WE THE OCLIS AND
Sara Carraway family
wish to thank everyone
for their prayers. and
love, food, singers and
other considerations
during the sickness and
death of Sara Carraway.
It is our wish that all
mankind would feel this
way to each other. Mr.
Ocus Carraway and
Family.
WE WISH TO EXPRESS
our appreciation for the
many acts of kindness
following the death of
our mother, Mrs. Lucy
Lee, to Dr. Ammons for
_ __his service, to-the many --
friends and neighbors
for the food and flowers,
to Bro. L. E. Moore-for
his word of_corrifort and
the raleStine Choir for
their beautiful music,
and also our faithful




Discover. the power of Oldssifiecl. Sell your no-longer-used items with your Qwn Action Ad.
5 Lost Ano Found
LOST BLACK Pittsburgh






contact Rotary Sale and
Auction at Murray H. S.,
Oct. 14, at 6:00 p. m.
LOST BROWN BOXER
, with 4 white feet and
breast. Seven months
--old. Wearing collar.





Pickup at Murray H. S. -
'Gym., Thurs. Oct. 14,










7th & Maple Streets.
Murray, Ky,
WANTED CARPENTER
capable of outside work,





work for a New and





Send resume to Box 32A,
Murray.
WANTED SOMEONE to
, sell or buy Watkins and





has an opening for




in design of tools,
gigs, fixtures and
small dies.
Please send resume to
















































DE L IC I045 BOOK
I EVER READ
FREDDY AND










limited only by your own
abilities and Initiative.
Call 753-4124 for ap-
pointment.
LABORER WANTED.
Apply in person, Stella













from 1-4 any day
envEs=r1 ti 'B






work for a New and




" holidays, and vacation.
Send resume to Box 32A,
Murray.
CHRISTIAN , Book
Center, 808 - Chestnut-.
Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
AVON
EARN SSESS
Sell AVON. Part tune: Full
Time. Any time. Call or
write- Glenda Duke, Box
3247, Paducah, Ky. 42001,















,„ ON THE TABLE











AEYOXR17 THE 5 5. inr72 „, (Tete eaate co.-ere -wet:I-
I 51.-116.6E2 sows.. TOOK OURLOOT AND LEFT' THAT
MARX „




g2 --NY PALS \AIEE THANK YOU, EX—
. NA\/e- iNICFECTOR




'Area Distributer fit Used
McNally toed Maps.





Immo, millirem Flew, & 3
refereeces Persoppwl Mg,.
NA/ACO 52114 Dresden Rd.




121 South and New
Concord area. Call 753-
5747.
14 Want To Bo
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232,
WOULD LIKE TO buy
good refrigerator,





evenings 753-8333 or 753-
7671.
PULL TYPE combine.





Hall tree, desk (Roll-
top). Old china
cabinets, etc.
Will pay cash. Call
642-7581 11 a.m. til 5




wagon with grain sides.
Call 753-6367_
GOOD USED motor
washer. Call 474-9740 or
474-M57.
FARM 50-100 acres in
Calloway County with
good house or building
site. Call 753-47882
15. Articles For Sale
BEFORE YOU BUY your
Ashley Wood heater,







freezer for sale. $80. Call
436-5628.
CORNER GROUP lounge
set. Seats 6 by day,
sleeps 2 by night.
"Excellent condition.
$150. Call 753-8124 after 4
p.m.








and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4ra
paneling from $2.75 to
iLQQ pet sheet 4x8 ex-
_ tenor siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross & Tuck Salvage.
Box 88 Martin, Tn._
Phone 587-2420.
15. Articles For Sale
• KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple





South Cairo, Egypt at
Mut' Ny H. S. Gym, Oct.
14,6 00, Murray Rotary








FIRE% )0D. Any kind.
$13 -041 a rick. Deliver.
.Call 7,1) :4411. •
ELECTROLUX SALES




for you from Jaipu,
India at Rotary Sale and
Auction, Murray H. S.
Gym, Oct. 14,6410. -
CLEANINGEST CAR-
PET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
PERSONALS - Buy your
favorite a turquoise
bracelet or ring at the
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction 6:00,




- been used. $20. Call 489-
2377. If no answer call
back after 4 p.m.
BUILT-IN KITCHEN
cabinets for sale. Call
492-8618.
25 CARDS depicting 3
different scenes during
the scene of blafeking,
'South Africa. All cards
franked on the 75th
anniversary of the
__Relief_ of __Mafeking.
• Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction,, 6:00





Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, Murray H. S. Gym
on Oct. 14, 6:00.--Hand
carved figurines from




place mats and dolls
from many countries.
BROWN VINYL loveseat
and couch. Like new.
$75. Call 474-8866.
LIC=I1
. 'UISONALS - Dear wife
- your domestic_weals
are great but my hard
to get game is often
tasteless. Please go to
Murray H. S. and pick a
cookbook from Canada
to cook wildgame, Oct.
14, 6:00, Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction.






PERSONALS - need gif4--
for the young man you
love? Buy handmade
beads made from a Zula
maiden to show her love.
Thurs. Oct. 14, 6:00.
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion., Murray H. S.
Gym.
PERSONALS - Sherrie
while.your boy friends is.
working Thurs., Oct. 14,
Meet nie at Murray H.
S., 6:00 for tea and
accessaries from all
over the world. Rotary
Club Sale and Auction.
COMPLETE KING size





oak or pine suites,
reversible cushions,
$249.95. While they last,





Bean bags cedar chest,
wall clocks, metal wood
heaters. Carraway




tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill., Call 395-
7463.
20 Sports Equipment
PERSONALS - Sickly? - I
have the cure for $8.00.
Buy my Zula witch
doctor beads at the
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, 6:00 Oct. 14,
Murray H. S. Gym.
-2973 HARRIS Mote Boat.
28', 120 h. p. stern drive.
Excellent condition. Call
753-9813.
TWO END TABLES, 1
coffee table, walnut--








FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 444 6865,
Paducah, Ky.
Clearance-1 Only
fAsealieavez T.V.'s and Stereos — FvR Warnaty
No Down Payment Reepsield Mont* Payment
19" B/W TV $106*
21" B/W TV $1000
13" Color TV  $10a3
25" Color TV  $12w
25" Color TV  $18"
Console Stereo (E.A . )  • . . $75°
Console Stereo (Med.)  $14"
Console Steroe (Dry Sink) . . . $1624
Wuriitzer Piano  $2888
Wurlitzer Organ
Gibson Guitar 
...1Mmw. Prim! 52,9.001 $3411.
$722
Melones Dee $982'25" Color TV 
Stet Tenieecksid cherry Cabinet. New 51,450
- 6 MusicOutstay,' St. Marrn, Ky.
)nvitation
For Bids
Notice is hereby given that the Fiscal Court
of Calloway-County, Kentucky, wilLaccept bids
on the metal building described below until 1:00
p.m., Thursday, October 7, 1976, in the Office of
the Calloway County Court Clerk, Courthoaser
Murray, Kentucky. Each bid must conform to
the specifications set forth or be its equivalent! ,
A. One Metal Beilding-60 feet by 140 feet
B. Bid Alternate, One Metal Wilding- 60 feet •
by ise feet
C. Bid Alternate, One Motel BaNding-60 feet
by 160 feet.
Specifications and blueprints may be obtained
at the Off ice of the Calloway County Judge, Cour-
thouse, Muncay, Kentucky. Bids should include
shipment delivered to construction site.
The tight is reserved to reject any or all bids or
to wiTire any informalities in the bidding.
For any additional bid information, contact
Mr. Charlie McKinney at 753-2920 or 753-8964 af-
ter5:00 p.m.
PERSONALS - Need gift
for the young girl you
love? Buy _har_altpatte
beads made /ruin a Zula
warrior to show his love.
Thurs. Oct- 14, 6:00,
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, Murray H. S. Gym.
FOR SALE - 2 beautiful
Finland made knives
with leather scabbard.
Oct. 14, Murray H. S., at
6:00 Rotary Club and
.Auction.
PERSONALS - To B.B. -
meet me at Murray H. S.
Gym., 6:00 Thurs. Oct.
14, I have a "love letter"
for you from a young
xhosa man in South
Africa, Rotary Club and
Auction Sale.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
1972 12 X 501 bedroom,
nice, ideal for couple.
Lacated at Riviera CI.
Call 753-9915.
TRAILER FOR RENT.
Gas heat. See Brandon
Dill_ at :Dill Electric.
Located on New Con-
cord Highway, next to
Drive In Theatre.
1975 MARK TWAIN lift.,






with dust cover. $35.
Also Barclay _twin
pickup, solid body,
electric guitar. $30 or $50
with 20 watt Revert.
amplifier. Call 753-7410.
SMALL BUST of
Beethoven at Murray H.













made any size for an- ,
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Padurah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
CAMPER TOP FOR wide
short bed truck. Also 2
. Dachshund puppies.
Call 437-4693.
FOR SALE Black female
Labrador Retriever.
One year old. $45.00.
Large pool table with
ping pang table top.
$100. Western saddle
and bridle. $23. Call
after 4 p. m. 753-7585.
7 H. P. RIDING LAWN
mower, like new. Must
see to appreciale. $300.
Call 753-0987.
27 kirloile Home Sales
1974 CHALLENGER




WE BUY used mobile
homes, Top prices paid.
Saddle, and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209. _
No•
TRAILER, 54 x 10, on
waterfront lot. Electric
beat and air. Call 436-
2427.
MOBILE HOME AND
mobile home space for










HOUSE, 5 rooms, middle
aged couple or lady. No
pets. Call 753-2987 after 4 ,
p.m. '
TWO BEDROOM house in
Hardin. Bath, gas heat.
Stove, and refrigerator
' furnished. Available ,
now. Call 753-4661.
BEAUTIFUL MODERN
redwood and stone 2
bedroom country home.





36 f RP1' Or Lease
FOR RENT 26 x 34
garage, will store boats.
Phone evenings 436-2182,
days 753-7940..
FOR LEASE - Building,







horse. Call 753-9894 after
5, work 762-3371.
18 FT: GOOSENECK







for sale, Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction, _





pups, 1 black and tan
' male, 2 black and tan
females, 1 red female.
$40. Call 1-527-1886.
NEED GOOD home fora
female Kangaroo and
joey animAl doll from
Melbourne, Australia.
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, 6:00
on Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
TIVO MALE Beagles, one
AKC with papers.
Guaranteed rabbit dogs.
$100 per pair. Call 753-
_7126.
NEED A good home for 2,




Safe and Auction 6:00 on
Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.,
PARROTT' -( blue beak,
Amazon). $300. Call 767..'
NEEb A good home for-
peacock from Jaipur
India, Murray Rotary
CLb Sale and Auction,


































































































































JULE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS.
41. Putific Sa!9s
MONEY -solid bronze old
money used in Nigeria
by the Hanson tribe.
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auctioh,- 6:00




new, 72" marble vanity
top, riding mower,  
sewing machine, file
cabinet, chair with




. Friday noon to 5,
Saturday 8 to 5. 216 N.
13th. Call,days 435-4589,
nights, 753-5906. •
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. Lots of items.
Including Avon bottles. 8
175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
land for bean, corn or.
wheat. Some bottom
land that could be
cleaned for additional
, crop space. Reasonably
prIced. Onwer may
finance. JOHN C. NEU-
BAUER, REALTOR
505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101 or 753-7531-
a.m.' to 4 p.m. 404 Souty property. Call John C.
10th Ext. Neubauer Realtors, 753-
0101 or Linda Drake at
753-0492.YARD SALE 77/-Monday





/ buggy, bed and play
pen. Lot of winter.
clothes. Miscellaneous
items. 301 South 6th.
YARD SALE, 11-2 mile
north of Stella on 121.
Friday noon to ?
Saturday and Sunday 7
a. m. to ? Antiques,
--glassware, clothes, 20"
girls bicycles. Odds and
ends. Rabbits and
cages.
MOVING SALE. One day,
Saturday. File, desk,
and vhair,, rhilds 




1 HOME AND 20 ACRES
just listed. Home is
almost new 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick ranck home
with large rooms,
modern kitchen, central
electric heat and air,
attached garage.
Located East of Murray
in quiet. peaceful area.
Large machine shed and
other outside storage on
property-. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 and inspect this
fine-property.
GATESBOROUGH
bedroom, 2 bath bfick




sundeck, and plush wall
to wall carpeting.
Beautifully decorated
nevi home has cedar
,panelled den with
'beamed ceiling. Call 753-




SALE. This extra nice 3
bedroom home at 1602
Wiswell Road has been
reduced from $48,500 to
$43,600: -Owner leaving
town. Has central heat
and air, beautiful den
with fireplace, 2 baths, 2










Across from Post Office.
JUST LISTED - 3
parcels of property
located at 12th and
Poplar Street. This
property is desirable for
rental purposes now and
could be used for other
purposes when 12th
Street is widened. If you
are interested in
property with an income
now anolor speculation
later /Let Linda Drake
oçzIny of the other sales
rsons .show you this
BRICK SIX ROOMS, 2
baths, separate shop
building. 516 South 11.
Cal1.763-9380.
ROBERTS -REALTY
your leader in sales fo
r1976 needs yciur
listings. Call 753-1651, if
you are interested in
selling your property.
45.Farms For Sale
60 ACRES., new 2
bedroom brick home.
Call 382-2299. ,
BY OWNER -7 ideal mini
farm, 14 acres of land
and 2 bedroom house.
Located-641 South then
14 mile West on Midway






Priced to sell. Call 753-
4797. Can be seen
anytime.
46. Hume!' For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 514 acres
with_600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
112 bath, full basiment
with kitchen, gas central
heat and Sir, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 7534618.
ST °MUM: 24 Plush Acres
& 3 year old, Large 2.Stor3
brick home, adjoining city
lunits in East Cadiz 'a mile
paved private drive with 50
young shade trees alongside _
& large parking area. 30a00
steel building & stables with
concrete floor in perfect
condition. New fences.
gates, & cattle guards
throughout House has over
3000 sq ft.. central heat &
air, 2 baths. 2 fireplaces,
basement, & 2 car garage
" -Beautiful view. Must see to
appreciate. Owner's moving








Located on large bat in
• quiet subdivision inside
city. Under ;30,000. Call
753-3908 after 5:30 p. m.
REILUCED - extra nice
3 -bedroom, 2 bath,
kitchen-den com-
bination. Price $29,900.
1208 Peggy Ann Drive.
Call 753-8673.
Confused
About how to decorate your bathroom?
Who wouldn't be with so many materials on
the market today, and everybody screaming
'that their's is the best.'
Before you decide, come see our marble
display. We think it speaks for itself. We
think you will agree.
Put an end to your confusion at.
Thornton Tile
Sc. 9th St. And Marble 7 5 3'5 7"
That Will Please'.
-witertarreer.-"-. 001.01..
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style hotise with










woven wire .fence. One
'Mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd.
Price $100,000. Call 753-•
5618.
WELL CONSTRUCTED 3
bedroom house, with full
basement and efficiency
apartment upstairs.
Two car garage, zoned




0101 or call Brice Rat-
terree, 753-5911.-
BY OWNER. Six room
brick, large family
room, double garage,
3'02 acres. Location at
Almo, Ky. Call 753-0084. ,
Three Bedroom Brick
Mouse, central gas
heat and sit, carpets,
large kitchen, dining,
den area. City water.
Geroge. Moil and
school bus. Located
31/2 miles west on
Lynn Grove Rood. Ser-
vice at the Door. Coll
753-5686 after 4 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM house
for sale. Fully fur-
nished. A deal for
someone, who wants to
move out °fa-trailer into
a furnished _house. All
electric- heat-arid air.
About 4 acres of ground.
Call 437-4214.
HOUSE AND "LOT 100.x
52. Two bedrooms,
living room, kitehen and
bath. Fully carpeted.
Mrs. Elsie Bizzell, 407 N.




- motorcycle. 1300 miles.
Used Cars. 1
Like new. See at Wat n
or 489-2455.
1974 YAMAHA 125 YZ.
- 1974 Can Am, 175. Call
753-0501 or 753-0640.
HARLEY DAVIDSON
-- chopper, basket case.
Will sell or trade. Call
436-5495 after 5.
48.Automotive Serioce
1964 OMC 34 ton.
Excellent motor. $395.
Call 753-9251. .
TWO 1206, x 16.5 new mud
and Snow tires: Mount
on 8 hole, wide wheel.
One deep well jet pump
complete with jet and
140 ft. of pipe. Call 753-
2307.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1970 MAVERICK
Grabber, 6 cylinder,
straight shift. $625. Call
753-0974.
1676 ELITE FORD, white
on white, low mileage.
-Phone 753-4670 or 753-
8934 after Sp. m.
1973 DATSUN, 1 owner,
good condition. $1450.








1971 OPAL 2 door coupe,
automatic and air, good
condition. $850. Call 753-
9189 or 7534124 after 5.
1971 V. W. SUPER Beetle.






with sun roof. AM-FM





51,000 actual miles. One
owner. Call 436-2512.
1971 PLYMOUTH Duster.
$900 or best offer. Call
753-0046.
1969 FORD Club Wagon




1970 OLDS Holiday Coupe




fleas, toctory Ur, ervisattotic,
hu'dtop. 150.00. Call 753-5734.
equi ed Black- on
white. Must see to ap-
preciate. $1250. Call 753-
- ' 5859.
1973 MAZDA 41,000 miles.
Needs body work. $500.










tires. Best offer. Call
753-1842. afternoons and
evenings.
1972 FORD PICKUP. Call
436-5366.
GREMLIN X, 1973 V-8
-pcnver Mod cundltlon.











miles, excellent - con-
dition. $2250. Call 753-
9189 or 753-8124 after 5. .
1970 DATSUN  510 SW,
automatic transrnissicin.
Sharp. $1200. Call 753-
0987.
1974 MONTE CARLO.
Black on black. loaded.,
Call 435-4383. -
1967 ML ANG Fast-
back. Gus. inditioll.
new tires. Call 753-
FOR SALE OR TR
1974 Toronado. 35,000
miles. Brakes, steering,
air. Power seats and
windows. AM-FM tak.
Radial tires. See at -
Tabers Body Shop. Call
753-3134.
1971 CHEVELLE SS, 350,
automatic, air, power
steering, brakes. AM-
FM radio, air shocks -
and Cirager mags. Call
435-4294 after 5.
1960 CORVA1R Paneled
Van, good body, runs
good, POO. Call 354-6217.
1973 NINE PASSENGER
Pontiac station wagon.
Fully equipped. Can be
seen.at 401 South 6th.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1963 FORD
CUSTOMIZED an,




1967 JAGUAR- XKE for
-sale. Low mileage, matt
condition, lack of
storage spac, also 1965






Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
MOTOR HOME - 1974
Explorer 224. 360 Dodge
motor. Sleeps 5. Fully
self contained. 31,000





all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mat Bucy Trucking,
call after 4 p.m. 753-8381
or 753-5795.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and










and roofs sealer. Call
753-1873 after 5 p. m.
CERAMIC TILE
bathrooms, Quarry,
slate , mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile and
brick work. Cali James
Hamilton-7.53-i500.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal fr leveling,
spreading backfilling.
CalL753-7370 753-7570.
K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone 753-3323.







and tabletops; and also]:
- aluminum storm doors










rocked and i:raded. Rip
rap delivered and
placed. Decorated rock
put down over plastic.
Free estimate: Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-












work needs call John





for free survey and
estimate:-







days a week, 'have ex-
perience and referem
ces, and-or will do home
addressing' for local



























home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating: •Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203. -
BULLDOZING, prompt
dependable service.
Three bill dozers- to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN - prompt ef-
ficient service. NO Job






Call 7534124, South 4th
Street, next to ttrive-In
Theatre.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save oil these
high heat and cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.












Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTING, interior and
• exterior by the hour or
job. Free estimates. Call
-753-8343.
NEED TREES 'cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old



















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






write Morgan • Con-
struction -Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.

















WOULD LIKE TO do
babysitting in my home





Sale and Auction, 6:00
on Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
Oitnitql




not climb stairs to








-No worry, No fuss,
when you do business with us"




Hwy 641, Alm, Ky
Beautiful selection of ho dy Mums.
New shipment of Clay 
Pof 
s, mode to
suit your needs. Best prices in this
area
Hrs. Mon.-Sat. (-6 Sun. 1-6
Phone 7534946
`t•
Make Money By Saving!
1-.--How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering' up all those unWeanted and unneeded- items that are
gathering dust in yciur basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale. ,
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified '
ad department of the ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you --
Ans. You can prove that yo ti are good in business by running your business advertising on the
'Classified Pages of the ledger & Times--during the month of October. Every fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
are i regular custonfer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for Oc-
tober Vou will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone:
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days. -4.-
v No changes will be made in copy. •
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sale?
Any. YOU SAVE MONEY. Ttiere_i no way you can lose if you ell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising, and gain the advantage of advertising in the most-well read
section of the newspaper. Thearnount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE: ,
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
4444-- - -
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Funerals
Solon Henson Is
Dead At Age 89
Solon Henson, age 89,
Hardin Route One, died
Friday at 12:30 a.m. at Benton
Municipal Hospital. He was a
retired merchant.
Survivors include a son,
• Glenn Thomas Henson of
Dearborn, Mich.;and a sister,
Mrs. Kermit Harrison of
Hardin Route One.
Services will be today at two
p.m. at Linn Funeral Home,
Benton, with Rev. Albert
Min- son 'officiating. Burial
will be in Olive Cemetery..




Mrs. Monico Waldrop, age
87, died\at 4:25 p.m. Friday at
the itay-Calloway County
H,ospital. •
Mrs. Waldrop, 303 South
Sixth; is Survived by
daughter, Mrs. Lois Rogers, of 'Of Christ-Sunday
East Detroit; two sons, Burie,
109 North Ninth, and Berthol,
of Detroit; two sisters, Pearl
Brandot Route Four, and





Funeral services will be at
two p.m. Sunday at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Chapel with
Rev. Harold Smotherman and
Rev. Otis Jones officiating.
Burial will be in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Accident . .
(Continued from Page 1)
McKinney was born on April
19, 1909, and his parents were
the late Cordus J. McKinney
and Maine Mae McClure
McKinney. His wife, Zola,
died in June 1973. He was -a
member of the Emmanuel
Baptist -ehurch -and—was-1r
Church School will be at
11:00 a.m. reachert include
Joan Brun and John.
Galbreath, first _grade, Mike
Brun and Barbara Garnett,
second to sixth grades, and _
Marilyn Davenport and Chuck
, seventh t 
service will be by the Adult. 
grades, for First Block with hr, directed by Joan
emphasis on "Nurture." Adult ilowiker, who Will sing
education is --dealing -4   Like--A.---Shephecd 
"Death in the Bible." 
----
- Lead Us," and a duet by Lisa
1- .: - -Pv-Fraricis-and- -Steve-
farmer. He is survived b_y one to read the scripture froth Dr. Roos Plans 
who will sing "Bethlehem,
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Acts 24:22-25. Johnny Galilee, Gethsemane."______Dr.,__Bill__whinaiterthLawrenre-orlotErrifY Manor: Boliannon Will make the an-
Murrar three sons,' Fred nouncernents and Mr. MIls Sunday Sermon pastor, will speak on the
McKinney of 1803 Wisswell subject, "Share The 'Messagewill direct the singing.
Road Murray, W. D. Prayers Will be led by Vernon "No East Or West, No South. of Christ With All People,:' at
McKinney of Murray Route Anderson and Gary; Potts. Or North" will be the subject . the 10:45 a.m. service. The
Three, and Bobby McKinney
of -509 Whitnell Avenue,
Murray; five sisters, Mrs.
Orville Moffett of Murray
Ratite Five, Mrs. Ole-Outland
of 1502 Canterbury Drive •
The elders and deacons will
meet Sunday at three pm.
Following the evening
'5ervic4 a fellowship dinner for
.all new memhers will be held
Rugs at the 10:45 a.m: worship_
services' on Sunday,October 3,
at the First Christian Church
( DiseipleiotThrist
The Chancel Choir, directed
of the sermon by Dr. David C. invocation will be by 'Bill
Adams,, Jr: Jack Wager,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services.
Sunday School wilibe at 9:30
a.m., This will be promotion






The Firii- United Methodist
Church will observe- the
Sacrament of Holy Com-
munion at both the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, October 3, at the
church.
Dr. James' A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the church, has
chosen for his Communion
mediation topic, 'The Lo'rd's
Table" with his text to be from
I Corinthians 10:1247.
Sunday will be observed as
"Kevin. Shahan Day" by the
church. He was. injured in an
automobile accident last
March and is reported to be
making good progress in his
recovery.
The Hannah Circle of the
church will have its clothing





Bro. Thomas B. Warren of
Memphis,"1 Tenn., will speak
Sunday; October 3, at the 10:40
a.m. services at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
He will also speak tonight
MEMBERS OF THE Murray State University Student Government Association Judicial Board ;vete sworn in Tuesday
by MSU president Constantine W. Curds. As the judicial branch of the SGA, the following students have been selec-
ted to aide in the enforcing of university regulations and overseeing student elections and parking ticket appeals.
They are: (front row, left to right) Karin West, Brandenburg Nancy Spann, Murray; Julie Skaggs, Owensboro; (back)
' Niles Woods, Mays Lick Sonny Smith, Paducah; Jim Metcalf, Murray; and Bob Hopper, Blackwood, N.I.
Episcopal Church
Plans Services
(Saturday) at 6:30 p.m. at the Holy Communion will be
church, J ' observed ' by St. John's
The combined group of the Episcopal Church, Main and
adult classes will meet at 9:45 Broach Streets, at the services
a.m. Sunday in the auditorium on Sunday, October 3, at 9:45
where Mr. Warren will speak a.m.
on. "Marriage . and The Rev. Stephen Davenport is
., Christian Home." This Will the vicar and Ben Moore will
also ,be his subject for the be the acolyte.
10:40 worship service.
Jerry Bag- will direct the
singing and Bro. John Dale
will make the announcements_
Joe Garland will read the
scripture - from Ephesians
5:22-25. Prayers will be led by
Jack Ward and Emmanuel
Manners.
Bro. Dale will speak on the
topte,-- "Take Time To Be
Holy," at the six p.m. evening
service with Bruce 'OcManu.S
714 Olive Street, Murray, Mrs. - Galloway as' organist, will eruraery____vwrkers
Lutherans To Honor Women Sunday
The special role and work of
the- International Lutheran
Rev. Blob -Jones &
Dr. Whittaker To
Speak On Sunday
Women's Missionary League Marian Brockhoff will be
will be noted by Immanuel _greeters. Marcia Darling and
Lutheran Church in the set- Mia' Hoyer will serve as
vice on Sunday, october3. ushers.
The  theme for 'the service The. Scripture _ Lessons for
will . be 'Saints the Day will be read by Myra
Arise—Committed and
Commissioned" which is a
follow up of the 1976. Inter-
national Convention in St.
Rev. Bob Jones,director of Paul, Minnesota.
his specialState Missions Department, In Observance of t-
Kentucky
BaPtial Cenvenf"; --Sui will have a prominentwill be guest speaker at seven society 
p.m. worship service on part in the service.
Kathleen Sprunger andSunday., October 3, at the First
Baptist Church.
r• Special music at the evening
--iinillèThntbeñ, '-c-G - •
. o . Loved The World." .
Mrs. „Earl Tucker of , Don McCord will be worship 
Vaughn Vandergrift, Mr. and_.
HopkinsVille; four brothers,. (Continued from Page 1) leader. with Jerry Broach as
Mks. - Ralph Daniell; Mrs.
Carlos McKinney of Lawton, , , candle lighter. Greeters will 
.Wilburn Farris, Dr. and Mrs.
Okla.,- James McKiruley of 7 New-officers for 1977-elected 
Howard Newell, Miss Jann
be Mrs. William Egnor and
during the delegate assembly Ort and Mrs. Scott Pricer. 
Washer, Miss Jaina Washer,
Murray •Route Five, Loyd
meeting include: - • 
Mrs. Calvin Morris, Miss
-McKinney of Fairlane Drive, Elders serving willte Walt Mary Morris, Miss Deena
Murray and Jessie__McKinney LaRue, president-elect; Apperson and Dr. Woodfin bailey, and mi.. and Mrs. Joe
of 1802 Monroe Street, Doug Swindler,. Hickman Hutson. Henry Fulton, B. D..
Murray. Eleven grand- County, vice-president; Carl . Hall, John Ford Hall, Coleman 
Gambliii.
Mem4ers elected to thechildren and three great , Averitt, Paducah, KEA board McKeel, Dan McKeel, Robert Minister .'ofMusk searchgrandchildren also-survive. * member (four-year term); _Runoff, and Steve Shaw will .conunit tee were Joan Bowker,Funeral arrangments are Ruth Howard, Murray, FDEA serve as deacons. - Richard Jones, Treva Mathis,incomplete at this time. The board member (three-year The flowers on the corn- Gus Robertson, Jr*, and KenBlalock-Coleman-. Funeral term); • Barbara Young, munion table will be in the Winters. e - .Home-- --has _ charge_ of . Fulton County, FDEA board memory of the :departed -
arrangments and friends may iiiim.5er (one-year term); - members of the Wear-Helm
call at the funeral home after Agnes Sublette, _Talton Service Circle Class.
County, Legislative Com-six p.m. today.
FDEA...
Sunday School Will be at 9:30
LAKE DATA 
- mission; and o Anne Harvey, a.m. Vesper services will be at Speak SundayTrigg,— County, nominating six p.m. Youth choir practiceKentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.3,
committee of the Kentucky will be at 5:30 p.m., and all Rev. Jerrell White, pastor ofnc change. Below dam 302.0,
Teachers Retirement System. • parents are asked to. meet . the Memorial Baptist. Church,•up 0.1. with Ruth Perkins at 5:30p.m. will speak at the 10:50-am. '1„-•Barkley Lake, 7.a.m.. 355.3, 1)4s. Ivy will take office as prior to vesper. serVices, and sekren p.m. worshipno change. Below dam 304.1, the new  FDEA president  AL---Y-outli--groups--will--meet-al-sis- -services on Sunday,-Oetoher 3-, ---down/Y.7. the conclusion of the 1976 p.m. for supper with meetings at the church.Sunrise 40. Sunset 6:53. _ calendar year, to follow. The ordinance of The Lord's
Sarver will biObsetvéd at the
morning service with pecial
music, "The . Heaven's Are
Telling," to be-sung by _the ir
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
Rev. Ron Hampton with
Margaret 'Wilkins-as organist
__and Dianne Dixon aspianist.
Cimnitieram; deat-orrof'
the week; 'will assist in the
'morning services. •
Church Teaching will be at _
9:40 a.m. • with Elbert
Thomason as. directer -on, the
lesson, "The Priesthood of All
Believers." -
Church Training will be at
six p.m. with Richard Ne‘+ con
as the director. Rev. Robert
Brochoff will speak—A- the
history of the Lutheran .
Church since Martin Luther in
1517 up to the fouilding of
Immanuel Lutheran Chur c t
Mtinray. - •
Youth activities at six p.m.
will include a discussion group
and youtlfeiriff.-
This Sunday willbe t he' firs
Sunday for use of a recently
ihstalled-ehaie-glate- eie.dttn




Mueller and Dolly Lorprig 
Wendy- Williams will sing
"PaSs It Orr."
The Inunanuel LWML is
affiliated with the Mid-South
'District of the International
Lutheran Women's
Missionary -League. The
president of the local society is
Kathleen Sprunger.
Rev. Jerry Lee Speaker
For Hazel Revival Meet
The. Hazel Baptist Church
syillApyl revival serviceS
October 4-10,-with servieerat
10:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Monday through Saturday -and
at 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. oa
Sunday.
The guest evangelist for the
revival will be Bro. Jerry Lee,
_pastor of the West Fork
Baptist Church. Bro. Lee was
formerly pastor -.of the Shady
Grove Baptist Church in
Henry County, Tenn. He was
ordained to the gospel
ministry by the Hazel Baptist
Chttreh.
The music for the revival
will be under the4direction of
Gene Orr Miller and James B.
Carlin with Gwynn Key 'as
organist and Oneida White as
pianist. There will be special
music each evening.
The pastor, James Gthiand,
and the Hazel Baptist (thurch
extend a cordial invitation to
the public to attend these
revivaiservice.s.
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l'At -TH.EONLLi ONE WHO
EVER &EIS OUT HERE AND






designed for assisting people
with health problems to get
from the education building to .
the- sanctuary,- -Rev
sai. 
. Write_ _ _ .
THEY WATCH THEIR DOciS
JUMP WHILE THEY JUST
STAND AROQND
1977 Plymouth
I'M SURMISED THE SCHOOL
ALLOWS LAZY STUDENTS
LiKE THAT TO HAVE PETS.. -
Announcing the small car
with the Accent on Comfort.
C'mon in and test drive the
small car with comfort and more.
You won't believe how comfortable and
smooth this car 'rides Until you drive it
Yourself . Because of a special s,uspension,
Mare is one Small car that has a ride like
a big car. "
Volare even gives you lots of room to becom-
fortat;r1e. In fact:Volare Sedan has more room
. • - •
AUTHORIZED
. than any other American compact in its class.
And the smile holds true for' Vot 0 Wagon.
Stop in and see the good:loolfin
'77 Volare Coupe, Sedan and IV
Wagon. You'll find ribe -price on . Plymouth
Vole,* whether you're "buying or .‘ 





See your Chrysler Plymouth Dealer.
Jim Fain Motors, Inc.TWO INJURED—Two-persons were injured in this one-v'afternoon on Highway 280 east of Murray. The driver, Paul
tyaneuderitandall-L-Sanders,-weretrededand released at
eount'y Hospital for injuries received in the accident.
eh" evident Friday




810 Sytamore, Murroy;Ky. 753-0632
